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WORLD IN BRIEF

India enforces digital
cable broadcasting
NEW DELHI – India’s Ministry
of Information and Broadcasting has mandated equipment
to be seized from cable operators defaulting on the country’s
mandatory switch to digital cable
broadcasting. With effect from
April 1 this year, India’s cable TV
networks should only be carrying
digital signals.
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Mediacorp rides on the wave of
media and tech convergence
by josephine tan

SINGAPORE – The histor y of
Singapore television unfolded in
1963 with the launch of Television
Singapore, the country’s first TV
broadcast.
In 1974, Singapore TV entered
the world of colours as Singaporeans watched the World Cup Finals
between Germany and The Nether
lands live, in colour.
As Singapore edges closer to
a full digital switchover, Singapore
terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp
is planning to add new chapters in
the republic’s TV history, aided by
the move from its iconic Caldecott
Broadcast Centre to a new home
within the Mediapolis@one-north
digital media hub.
Dubbed Mediacorp Campus,
the 12-storey state-of-the-art production and digital facility houses
more than 2,800 staff in a single
location. At its heart is the Media

Ofcom allocates more
spectrum for m-services
LONDON – UK regulatory body
Ofcom will be auctioning licences
to use 190MHz of spectrum in
two frequency bands, which will
increase the airwaves available
for mobile devices by almost one
third. Some 40MHz of spectrum
will be auctioned in the 2.3GHz
band, while 150MHz of spectrum
will be auctioned in the 3.4GHz
band.
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In the new Mediacorp Campus, the Media Operations Centre leverages IP
to interconnect different broadcast systems for the transmission of audio
and video content. SDI, however, is still deployed in many of Mediacorp’s
workflows.

VTC readies for 4K/UHD
broadcast in 2018
HANOI – Founded in 1998, one of
Vietnam Digital Television’s (VTC)
key goals is to provide multimedia
services focusing on news and
entertainment while expanding its
footprint domestically and internationally.
To this end, VTC began rolling out digital terrestrial TV (DTT)
based on the DVB-T standard in
2003, and has been producing
and delivering HD programming
since 2008. Two months ago, VTC

7-7-2017 8:28:02

reached another milestone when
it launched a 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
broadcast trial on its VTC HD1
channel.
In cities including Ho Chi Minh,
Hanoi, Da Nang, Haiphong and
Can Tho, households who own
a 4K/UHD TV set are able to receive the 4K/UHD programming,
provided they are also equipped
with an indoor or outdoor DVB-T2
antenna.
88

Operations Centre (MOC), which
operates round-the-clock to support Mediacorp’s entire broadcast
chain of services — including seven
TV channels, 14 radio stations, and
Toggle, Mediacorp’s intera ctive
over-the-top (OTT) streaming
service.
Currently, the MOC manages
all analogue, satellite and digital
feeds, before Mediacorp completes
its full migration from analogue to
digital transmission.
Goh Kim Soon, SVP, broadcast
engineering, Mediacorp, told APB:
“Our new campus is designed for
collaborative workflows, and leverages extensively on IP technology
to interconnect different broadcast
systems for the transmission of
audio and video content.
“This provides us with more
flexibility, and enables us to work
more efficiently.
“However, we are still imple88
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Embrace change to
re-invent and execute
new business models
For any broadcaster, moving to a new facility can
present new opportunities and challenges in equal
measure.
While new state-of-the-art broadcast facilities,
integrated with the latest technologies, can offer
broadcasters more flexibility in catering to the diverse
needs of the increasingly fastidious viewer, they are
also compelling broadcasters to re-think not only how
they design their broadcast systems, but also how
they ought to re-invent and execute their business
models and strategies.
For Singapore terrestrial broadcaster Media
corp, the move to Mediacorp Campus, a sparkling
12-storey production and digital broadcast facility in
Singapore’s Mediapolis@one-north, cannot come at
a more opportune time.
Having overseen Singapore’s first colour TV
broadcast in 1974 as Radio and Television Singapore
(RTS), Mediacorp is ready to write the next chapter
in Singapore’s TV history as it edges ever closer to a
full migration to digital TV transmission.
As Singaporeans prepare to bid a nostalgic farewell to analogue TV, Mediacorp is gearing up for the
digital era from a number of start points, including the
embracing of new technologies. Goh Kim Soon, SVP,
broadcast engineering, Mediacorp, revealed to APB
that Mediacorp Campus will leverage IP extensively
to interconnect different broadcast systems for the
transmission of audio and video content.
However, like many of their peers, Mediacorp will
continue to implement SDI in some of their workflows.
While Mediacorp’s move to embrace IP should be
applauded, hybrid IP/SDI broadcast systems remain
the best bet for many broadcasters in Asia-Pacific, new
facilities or otherwise. The road to IP, for all intents and
purposes, will be a long and, arguably, arduous one.
Indeed, hybrid systems do offer broadcasters a
flexible yet robust platform from which to assess how
IP can best address their current and future needs.
There may also be a debate arising on the hori
zon on what exactly defines a ‘broadcaster’ today.
As video consumption over the Internet continues to

proliferate, bringing with it a wave of video streaming service providers scrambling to grab increasingly
distracted eyeballs, traditional players like Mediacorp
are realising that it is no longer feasible to depend
only on traditional broadcast pipelines and business
models to reach out to audiences today.
Having launched Toggle, an interactive OTT
service in 2013, Mediacorp established its Digital
Group in 2015, aiming to strengthen digital expertise across the entire organisation. These initiatives,
however, should not be interpreted as indicators that
Mediacorp is shifting away from its traditional linear
channels. Instead, it is an expansion of Mediacorp’s
content offerings across a full range of platforms,
according to Parminder Singh, who was appointed
Mediacorp’s chief commercial and digital officer in
March this year.
And this, perhaps, best sums up the landscape
in which traditional broadcasters are operating in
today. How do they maintain the core elements that
have defined the success of traditional broadcast TV
for decades while incorporating new and innovative
digital strategies that will allow them to compete
with the new wave of ‘broadcasters’ exemplified by
the likes of Netflix?
The move to a new broadcast facility promises to
usher in a new era of broadcasting for Mediacorp, but
it needs to be viewed as a means to an end, and not
an end in itself. The last thing broadcasters can afford
to do, in the face of the biggest wave of change to
impact the industry, is to rest on their laurels. Only
those who dare to embrace the new, and continuously
re-invent themselves, will stay around long enough
to add their narrative to the still unfinished story of
broadcast TV.
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Cybersecurity for broadcast media
organisations and professionals
❝Another way service providers can respond to the

by dr amal punchihewa

Cybersecurity is an increasingly important
domain today. Cyber-attacks are increasing all the time, and they are becoming
more sophisticated. Media organisations
around the world, many of them leading
service providers, are spending significant
resources to combat cyber-attacks, and
yet the number of attacks continues to
rise.
Threats are also continuing to increase
in both volume and sophistication. The
impact is that countries across the world
are concerned about breaches of cybersecurity, which could prejudicially impact
their sovereignty and their national security. Consequently, cybersecurity law, as a
discipline, has emerged.
This article aims to outline emerging
issues around cybersecurity for media
operations. How are certain terms defined in the discipline of cybersecurity?
What is the significance of cybersecurity
and connected issues for media? How
significant is this new discipline of cybersecurity law likely to be in the coming
times? This article attempts to describe
complicated technical issues connected
with cybersecurity concerns of computer
networks and computer systems used in
media operations.

ABU activities
During the Asia-Pacific Broadcasting
Union (ABU) Digital Broadcasting Symposium 2017, the challenges and issues
surrounding cyber attacks were discussed.
The European Broadcasting Union (EBU), a sister
union of ABU, shared
the work it has done to
educate and mitigate
vulnerabilities due to
cyber threats.
In my opinion, cyber
security needs an approach which addresses
three facets: people (human resources),
organisation and infrastructure. The sense
of urgency for cybersecurity has increased
due to the emergence of IP everywhere in
the media value chain.
Media professionals need to act swiftly
as expanding globalisation and new
business and business models involve
changing global regulatory frameworks,
greater sanctions and penalties, intense
media and social media focus on privacy
and security breaches, and the need for
companies to protect IP from violating
fundamental rights to privacy.
There are heightened concerns over
cyber-attacks; the need to balance privacy
rights against the reporting of cyberattacks, intrusive technology accessing
personal data, with new technology driving the importance of privacy considerations (cloud, IoT) and moves towards data
sovereignty versus cross-border flows.
Various aspects must be addressed to
understand vulnerabilities and attacks.

evolving threat environment is by learning to collaborate
more closely and share intelligence about threats.❞

They are:
n Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
n Connected devices
n Vendor system vulnerabilities
n Malware attacks
n Ransomware attacks
n The cloud
With Integrated Broadcast Broadband
(IBB) systems and connected media devices, security may be loosely organised
(presenting vulnerabilities that are easy
to attack) and leaving room for simple
attacks.

Some basics of cyber security for
media
Malware can be defined as malicious
software or a programme code designed
to harm a computer or its data.
In August 2009, attackers shut down
Twitter for nearly three hours, leaving 44
million ‘tweeters’ worldwide out of touch.
If that does not sound like a big deal,
imagine broadcast services such as CNN
or Fox News being driven off the air for
an afternoon.
A bot network is a collection of remotely controlled bots. Hackers often use
bot networks to launch attacks against
other computers. Once a hacker has assembled a bunch of machines compromised with bots, the hacker has literally
an army of “bots” that can be used to attack other machines. Frequently, the bots
execute a denial-of-service (DoS) attack
where so many compromised machines
try to connect to a single website that the
site itself crashes.
In this type of attack, the goal is
to flood the target machine with data
packets. The data transmitted is usually
harmless in itself, but the large amount
of traffic consumes the target machine’s
bandwidth. In using up the Internet resources available to the target machine, it
is prevented from being able to communicate properly. The end-result is the same
in all cases. Legitimate users are denied
service because of all the bogus traffic.
EBU recommendations
The EBU has published five recommendations and is currently working on its

sixth recommendation on cloud security.
The first five published recommendations
address the following areas and can be
downloaded on the EBU website:
n R141 – Mitigation of distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks – A
DDoS attack occurs when multiple systems
flood the bandwidth or resources of a
targeted system, usually one or more Web
servers. Such an attack is often the result
of multiple compromised systems (for
example, a botnet) flooding the targeted
system with traffic.
n R142 – Cybersecurity on Connected
TVs
n R143 – Cybersecurity for media
vendor systems, software and services
n R144 – Cybersecurity governance
for media companies
n R145 – Mitigating ransomware and
malware attacks
n R146 – The cloud security recommendation will cover the different perspectives of cloud, including:
• Procedural considerations, including
procurement and the definition of business requirements.
• Service architectural considerations,
including the description of cloud delivery
models and overview of “shared responsibilities”, and the required security functionalities to meet security needs (cloud
WAF, cloud networking, cloud hardening,
cloud identity management and so on), as
well as best practices.
• An approach for performing a cloud
service provider assessment including linkage to existing assessments, data privacy
limitations and the impact of existing
certifications.

WBU-TC activities
The World Broadcasting Union technical
committee (WBU-TC) has been working
on pooling knowledge and learning to
propose best practices, share information
on vulnerabilities and make recommendations to media organisations and professionals. It also informs vendors that they
also have a responsivity, as future systems

will be mainly software-defined.
Actions to mitigate
We can carry out various actions to
mitigate possible damage due to cyberattacks, of which the following are fundamental:
n Security Standards
n Best Practices
n Governance
n Recommendations
However, training staff on procedures
and increasing the number of security
professionals may not be enough to redress the balance, given the prevalence
and the nature of emerging attacks,
many of which are automated and require
automated responses. Service providers
and other organisations are turning to
technology to deliver such responses,
using encryption and sandboxing technologies to protect data from intrusions,
and ultimately from data losses.
Sandboxing is often used as a defence
against email-borne threats, and offers
an isolated environment where suspicious code can be tested and observed.
Encryption is the most effective way of
protecting data, but just under half of all
online traffic is encrypted, partly due to
issues concerning authentication.
Collaboration is a key approach, and
another way service providers can respond to the evolving threat environment
is by learning to collaborate more closely
and share intelligence about threats.
In design and architecture, it is required to make clear boundaries between
production areas and general office networks. This becomes harder to manage
when operations are moved to the public
cloud as clear isolation is not possible —
the workflows need to be isolated using
cybersecurity layers.
Dr Amal Punchihewa is Director, Technology & Innovation, Asia-Pacific Broadcasting
Union, and Vice-Chair, World Broadcasting
Union, Technical Committee. He is also an
APB panellist.
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What’s New on TV
n

Game of Thrones S7 returns to HBO Asia

SINGAPORE – Based on the book series A
Song of Ice and Fire by George R.R. Martin,
Game of Thrones has returned for its seventh
season on HBO Asia. Premiering at the same
time as in the US, viewers can also catch the
seven-episode fantasy series on HBO Go.
Game of Thrones features a large ensemble cast, including Peter Dinklage, Nikolaj
Coster-Waldau, Lena Headey, Emilia Clarke,

n

Aidan Gillen, Kit Harington, Sophie Turner,
and Maisie Williams.
Exclusively in Asia, HBO Asia has also
released interviews with cast members on its
YouTube channel.
Game of Thrones S7 is available on
HBO Asia, as well as on streaming
service HBO Go.

All about bare necessity
on Fashion One

TOKYO – Intimates, private garments, under
wear or nightclothes ... they can come in
many names. What was once considered a
vestment made for modesty has now become a fashion statement for the modernday woman.
Available on Fashion One, Bare Necessity
goes underneath the surface of everyday
clothes to see what lingerie a woman chooses, and discovers how these undergarments
evoke refined sensuality.

DV Camcorder
Li-ion Batteries

Available on Fashion One, Bare Necessity goes
underneath fashion to showcase some of the
best lingerie designs.

n

Friendship blooms in
Bunsen is a Beast

SINGAPORE – Can a beast and human form
an unlikely friendship? Find out in Nickel
odeon’s animated series Bunsen is a Beast.
As the first beast to attend middle school
for human kids, Bunsen feels the pressure
to succeed and prove that monsters can
live among humans. With the help from his
best friend Mikey, Bunsen will learn how to
accomplish human world tasks, such as doing homework and riding the bus. In turn,
Mikey will learn to navigate the beast world,
and meet all the weird and wonderful beasts
that reside there.
The 20-episode Bunsen is a Beast is available on the Nickelodeon Play app, which can
also be accessed through
the Variety Plus Pack
on Singtel’s Cast app.
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Australia redefines media
ownership, pushes for
promotion of local content
CANBERRA – The Australian gov
ernment has announced a series
of reforms to the country’s media
laws, including the Broadcasting
and Content Reform Package,
aimed at supporting Australian
organisations as they face increas
ing global competition in a rapidly
changing digital landscape.
An online post on the Depart
ment of Communications and
the Arts states: “Australia’s media
ownership laws were drafted dur
ing an analogue era before the
Internet, when the landscape was
dominated by print newspapers,
commercial radio and TV services.
“In this digital environment,
Australia’s ownership laws prevent
traditional media outlets such as
TV, radio and newspapers from
restructuring their businesses effi
ciently or achieving the scale nec
essary to adapt and compete more
effectively with newer unregulated
services.”
As part of the “most significant”
reforms to Australian media regu
lation in a generation, two media
control and ownership rules in the
Broadcasting Services Act 1992 will
be repealed.
Previously, no person can con
trol commercial TV licences that
collectively reach in excess of 75%
of the Australian population (the
‘75% audience reach rule’); or more
than two of the three regulated
forms of media (commercial radio,

New reforms
to Australia’s
media laws
will see a
restructuring
of media
ownership
rules, as well
as a focus on
creating more
local content.

TV and associated newspapers) in
the one commercial radio licence
area, (or what is known as the ‘2
out of 3 rule’).
While this may bring more
foreign investment into the sec
tor, this may yet benefit Australian
broadcasters needing a financial
boost, suggested Andrew Ander
son, head of broadcast operations,
Seven West Media.
He told APB: “Also, remember
that any potential media owner
needs to comply with all content
regulations and indeed ‘compete’,
which in effect protects consumers.”
In addition, the Australian
government will be introducing
changes that will “protect and
enhance” the amount of local TV
content in regional Australia, as
well as introducing an incentive
for local content to be filmed in
the local area.
The changes will also introduce
obligations on commercial TV
broadcasters in smaller markets, as
well as markets in South Australia
and Western Australia, which are

not currently subject to local con
tent obligations. In these markets,
broadcasters will be required to
provide at least 360 points (min
utes) of local content. The reforms
will also provide a new ‘local film
ing’ incentive, which will provide
three points for every minute of
local news that is also filmed in the
local area.
Irrespective of the new rulings,
it is in the interests of broadcasters
to invest in good Australian con
tent, which remains the most popu
lar among viewers, said Seven West
Media’s Anderson, who added:
“Having said that, the protection
does ensure that a broadcaster
doesn’t just re-broadcast an inter
national service.
“The additional points require
ments are an additional burden
on those broadcasters that expand
beyond the 75% reach (by acquisi
tion of metropolitan and regional
broadcast licences) but requires
the broadcaster to re-invest some
of the operational synergies into
local content.”

Multi-format DVB-T2
standard ‘perfect’ for VTC
1

8

Although 4K/UHD content may
not be widely available and acces
sible in Vietnam, many consumer
devices are already supporting 4K/
UHD, said Phan Tien Dung, CTO of
VTC. He added that for broadcast
ers like VTC, 4K/UHD offers an op
portunity to provide audiences with
a more compelling and engaging
viewing experience.
Phan also pointed out that
while 4K/UHD videos can be found
on platforms such YouTube, Face
book and Vimeo, the larger data
traffic associated with 4K/UHD
means consistent Internet connec
tion is required to stream videos.
“Also, viewers on these platforms
are unable to fully exploit the ben
efits of 4K/UHD content catered for
big screens,” Phan added.
Although VTC has its own DTT
network, he acknowledged that
bandwidth limitation remains an
issue, as VTC has to concurrently
support other SD and HD chan
nels. “We are mixing 4K/UHD,
HD, SD and radio channels in one
transponder on DVB-T2,” Phan said,
adding that the DVB-T2 standard
is “perfect” for VTC because of its
ability to support a combination of
video formats.
As to how broadcasters can
mitigate the issue of bandwidth
limitation, Phan told APB: “Due to
bandwidth limitation, some opera
tors think that DVB-T2 might not
be ideal for 4K/UHD transmission.
“However, our trials have prov
en that 4K/UHD does not require
much bandwidth, if implemented
with the high efficiency video cod

An ongoing 4K/UHD broadcast trial
is gearing Vietnam Digital Television
(VTC) up for the official launch of a
4K/UHD channel in 2018.

ing (HEVC)/H.265 video compres
sion standard.”
VTC adopted playout serv
ers that are integrated with
HEVC/H.265, to compress the 4K/
UHD signals to 10Mbps bandwidth.
The compressed signals are then
output to an IP multiplexer, before
being sent for distribution. Phan
elaborated: “Our network diagram
was simple as our programmers de
veloped the playout software that
was able to process uncompressed
4K/UHD signals in one server.
Hence, we did not require high
bandwidth for the delivery of 4K/
UHD programmes to our viewers.”
The major concern leading up
to VTC’s scheduled official launch
of its 4K/UHD channel next year,
is content, revealed Phan, who is
nevertheless, confident in VTC’s
ability to produce more 4K/UHD
programmes.
“Our 4K/UHD broadcast trial
is allowing us to test for technical
issues in a 4K/UHD ecosystem.
Although professional 4K/UHD
equipment is still expensive, we are
now more confident with 4K/UHD
technology,” he concluded.

New Mediacorp Campus committed to ‘unified digital strategy’
1

8

menting SDI in some of our work
flows, especially for live video, as the
standards for IP are still evolving.”
Alongside the MOC, Mediacorp
Campus is also fitted with an inte
grated newsroom staffed by some
700 journalists producing content
for digital, TV, radio and print.
A recent visitor to Mediacorp
Campus was Dr Amal Punchihewa,
director, technology and innova
tion, Asia-Pacific Broadcasting
Union (ABU). Deeply impressed,
he particularly lauded Mediacorp’s
implementation of an “open of
fice concept” at its integrated
newsroom.
“Having a flexible working en
vironment breaks down silos across
different units, and provides op
portunities to drive collaboration,
knowledge sharing and creativity
among staff,” he explained.
“This resembles modern facili
ties, such as the BBC Broadcasting

House in London, where studios
are open, and offers visitors a view
over the central newsroom. The
resources such as workstations are
not assigned to individuals, hence
are optimised for utilisation.”
The new Mediacorp Campus
also allows Mediacorp to push on
with its “unified digital strategy”
across its online and mobile prop
erties, aimed at commercialising
business lines, improving the user
experience and creating strategic
partnerships.
This strategy is driven by
Mediacorp’s Digital Group, formed
in 2015 to bring clarity and direc
tion to the broadcaster’s overall
digital strategy. The focus of the
Digital Group, said Parminder
Singh, Mediacorp’s newly appoint
ed chief commercial and digital
officer, is to strengthen digital
expertise across the organisations
It also underscores Mediacorp’s
commitment to staying relevant
in the digital age while driving

revenue growth and digital trans
formation, he added.
As part of Mediacorp’s digital
roadmap, Singh pointed out three
strategies aimed at broadening the
organisation’s engagement with
online audiences, and delivering a
“complete and compelling” solu
tion to viewers.
He elaborated: “Firstly, through
better personalisation of our user
interface and with the latest tech
nologies deployed, we aim to
create a more compelling digital
experience for our audiences.
“Secondly, through our content
marketing arm — Brand Studio
— and our Content Creator’s Net
work, we intent to provide more
relevant digital advertising for
consumers.
“Lastly, we can provide greater
value for advertisers on their digital
investments through better story
telling capabilities with our crossmedia audience planning solution,
Customer360.”

Singh acknowledged that tech
nology has transformed the way
viewers consume media with an
increasing usage of digital plat
forms. To cater to viewers in the
digital space, Mediacorp launched
Toggle in 2013 to provide a full
complement of linear and nonlinear services.
He, however, was quick to
stress: “The development of Toggle
isn’t a shift away from our tradi
tional linear channels, but rather an
expansion of our content offerings
across a full range of platforms.
“With the increasing consump
tion of media on digital platforms,
Toggle’s offerings are being en
hanced both in terms of content
and user features. For instance,
Toggle Originals is placing an
increasing focus on content of
ferings that are targeted at digital
audiences.
“We plan to double our output
of original content this year, with
a primary focus on English and

Mandarin drama, thrillers and com
edy, in both short- and long-form
formats. In addition to the Toggleit-First and catch-up TV offerings
from our free-to-air (FTA) channels,
Toggle Originals provide a wide
range of additional content offer
ings to audiences in Singapore.”
Toggle is currently available
on several devices, including Web,
mobile devices, smartTVs, AppleTV
and Goggle’s Chromecast. To
further enhance its FTA channels,
Mediacorp has also launched the
Toggle Red Button service, which
is powered by hybrid broadcast
broadband TV (HbbTV).
“The Toggle Red Button service
combines live broadcast TV and
Toggle’s catalogue of video-ondemand (VoD) services all within a
single TV screen.
“In addition, viewers are able to
record the programmes and watch
it on catch-up via the Toggle menu,
all in the TV environment,” Singh
concluded.
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iflix stays close to where consumers are
Demographic shifts are transforming
how media is created, and impacting
on consumers’ expectations from their
content providers. For iflix, an over-thetop (OTT) streaming service founded in 2014, the key is to stay
close to consumers’ hearts, understand their consumption habits
while delivering the content across multiple devices. APB prompts
Jason Monteiro, iflix’s new Asia marketing director, for his game
plan in driving iflix’s market strategy as the company continues
to roll out its services in emerging markets. Monteiro previously
served at telcos such as Indosat and Vodafone Qatar.

❝Linear watching

Moving from the telecommunications industry to iflix,
what are some of the insights
you have brought along with
you, and how will they help in
your strategy development for
iflix?
Jason Monteiro: iflix works with
leading, trusted local brands in
our operating territories to offer
integrated carrier billing and other
payment solutions. My telecommunications background gives me
operational insights, helping us
better understand the objectives
of our partners, and how we can
become the over-the-top (OTT)
partner of choice.
I also bring over a deep understanding on mobile user behaviour
knowledge, which will help deepen
and evolve our service offerings as
the majority of our streaming minutes are moving towards mobile.
Lastly, my experience in emerging
markets in Asia and the Middle East
will help ensure that we have the
right mix of variety, personalisation
and scale in our proposition.
Besides service providers like
iflix, pay-TV operators and
broadcasters have also developed their OTT platforms to
cater to audiences in the digital
space. Hence, what are iflix’s
strategies in garnering consumers’ attention and keeping them
on the service?

Using the download-and-watch offline feature, iflix subscribers are able to
download up to 10 programmes of their choice, and watch them on-the-go
without being connected to the Internet.

will continue to
decline and OTT will
continue to grow.
The key to winning
in the OTT space is
to have the relevant
content for viewers,
[and] the service
needs to continue
to innovate and
evolve to adapt to
consumers’ rapidly
changing needs.❞
— Jason Monteiro,
Asia Marketing Director,
iflix

Monteiro: Subscription video-ondemand (SVoD) is a relatively new
concept in Asia, making education the biggest challenge. We
engage in multiple personalised
strategies through a variety of
channels, ranging from traditional
out-of-home (OOH) advertising to
data-driven marketing and programmatic buying, to ensure that
consumers understand our product
offering. The communications and
channels slightly vary from country
to country, given limitations in
language and local preferences.
As media consumption on mobile continues to grow, do you
expect more viewers shifting
away from linear watching? In
your opinion, what will be the
key to winning the OTT space?
Monteiro: Our real competitor is
not linear TV — with many ASEAN

households currently consuming
pirated content, it is piracy. To combat piracy in emerging markets, we
need to have an extensive library
of content, ensure our application
is accessible despite limitations
in local infrastructure, and work
closely with our local partners to
ultimately execute our service at
an affordable price with suitable
payment solutions.
We founded iflix with the aim of
being better than piracy. By providing unlimited entertainment all at
the price of a pirated DVD, we want
to revolutionise the way people in
Asia consume entertainment.
Linear watching will continue
to decline and OTT will continue
to grow — it is already happening
right now. The key to winning is
to have the relevant content for
customers, including an extensive
combination of local, regional and

international content.
Additionally, the service needs
to continue to innovate and evolve
to adapt to consumers’ rapidly
changing needs. When combined,
it results in the service becoming
relevant while providing customers
all access to the media.
Indonesian football league
GO-JEK Traveloka Liga 1 and
Liga 2 matches are now streamed
live on iflix. What are the drivers for iflix to offer live sports,
and how is iflix positioning this
sports offering among many of
its movies and TV shows? Given
that Internet connections might
not be stable in the region, what
are iflix’s strategies in addressing this challenge?
Monteiro: Football is Indonesia’s
most popular sporting competition, with millions of fans tuned

in to catch their favourite teams
compete in the national leagues.
Beyond variety and volume of
content titles, iflix wants to be at
the heart of the local consumer’s
entertainment experience.
This is the first time iflix has
launched live sports streaming
in any of its markets, and we will
continue to explore other formats
and partnerships that empower our
consumers to access the content
they want to watch, wherever and
whenever.
Given the challenges in infrastructure and connectivity, iflix
is one of the SVoD services to
offer download capabilities for
offline viewing to its members.
The download-and-watch offline
feature allows our subscribers to
download and enjoy the content
of their choice, without an Internet
connection to constantly stream
the media on-the-go and incurring
prohibitive mobile data costs.
iflix has also commissioned
its first original drama series
Magic Hour. Given that Asian is
a diverse region in terms of culture and language, what are the
challenges in creating original
Asian content, and how is iflix
making these localised content
appealing to viewers across the
globe?
Monteiro: We commissioned our
first major original drama series,
Magic Hour, in partnership with
Screenplay Productions. The eightpart romantic teen drama will be a
sequel to the 2015 Indonesian film
of the same name.
The main challenge for originals in emerging markets is to ensure that we produce high-quality
and compelling content for each
country while using localisation
efforts — subtitling, for instance
— to ensure the material is primed
for regional and global distribution.
We believe in the talent of local
and regional cinema, and we aim
to tell compelling stories that are
world-class, yet local at its core.
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OTT users willing
to spend more
for content
and viewing
findable ancillary programming
experience
that feels familiar but offers new
If the correct SVoD strategies are put
in place, subscribers are more than
willing to pay more to retain or add
services, said IBB Consulting.

PHILADELPHIA – There is continued and increasing demand for
subscription video-on-demand
(SVoD) services, so having the right
tools and data to find and engage
customers when they are ready to
buy is critical, said IBB Consulting.
In a new survey, the consulting firm found that 61% of SVoD
subscribers in the US are willing to
spend US$2 or more to keep their
favourite service and 81% are willing to spend to add a new service
that provides content they want.
Jonathan Weitz, partner at IBB
Consulting, said: “When IBB works
with clients on SVoD marketing
strategies, we emphasise that
essential components of a worldclass offering are a high-quality
viewing experience with compelling features and an attractive
interface, instant access to a diverse
set of flagship content, and easily

content to discover.”
In addition to improving how
paid OTT providers market to new
users, they must also take steps
to ensure that offerings are easy
to use, Weitz stressed. Constantly
expanding libraries, strong human
curation and effective recommendation engines driven by machine
learning, he cited, are key to the
overall SVoD customer experience.
As OTT becomes more international, differentiation on a global
scale is even more essential, and
requires a solid marketing strategy
for scaling user bases and mitigating churn, said Weitz.
He concluded: “IBB recommends that SVoD services implement comprehensive plans that
include span segmentation, programmatic, cross-channel attribution, email marketing, and push
messaging and CRM.”
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Clear privacy rules needed
for audience measurement
GENEVA – The European Broadcasting Union (EBU) has raised
concerns over the potential restrictions on the role of third parties
who gather audience measurement
data on behalf of broadcasters, as
the European Parliament continues to deliberate on the proposed
ePrivacy Regulation.
On January 10 this year, the
European Commission released the
text of its proposed update to the
ePrivacy Directive, the European
Union’s controlling authority on
privacy rights applied to electronic
communications technology and
content since 2002.
According to the EBU, media
organisations often rely on contractual agreements with research
companies to measure audiences
in order to better understand
their expectations and needs. This
contributes towards improving the
overall quality and diversity of media offerings, and providing users
with a “unique experience” in the

The EBU is calling
for clear privacy
rules for audience
measurement,
as the European
Parliament continues
to deliberate on the
proposed ePrivacy
Regulation.

online world.
Thus, the EBU is calling on the
European Parliament to ensure that
the ePrivacy Regulation’s exception on audience measurement is
extended to contractual parties
gathering data on behalf of media
organisations.
Nicola Frank, head of European Affairs, EBU, said: “Public
service media organisations strive

to gather data in the most transparent, secure and accountable
manner in order to provide the
most relevant experience, as well as
offer the possibility to discover new
content.
“This is why we need a fully
functional data protection framework at EU level, which caters for
strong end-user privacy and technological feasibility.”

Global pay-TV revenues on the rise

While pay-TV revenues appear to be stagnating in some
regions, the global outlook for pay-TV remains relatively
positive, reports Digital TV Research.

LONDON – Despite increased competition from video-on-demand (VoD) services such as Netflix and Amazon Prime
Video, pay-TV revenues for 138 countries
increased by US$32 billion between 2010
and 2016, reported research firm Digital
TV Research.
However, only $1.23 billion was
added in 2016, with growth beginning to
stagnant in some regions. Simon Murray,
principal analyst at Digital TV Research,
explained: “Despite its pay-TV revenues
being higher in 2016 than in 2010, North

America peaked in 2015. Its 2016 total
was $1.77 billion down on 2015. Although
no decline was recorded, European payTV revenue growth has slowed down
considerably.”
In Asia-Pacific, pay-TV revenue increased by $10.21 billion between 2010
and 2016, up by 42% to $34.38 billion.
Latin America increased by 78% to $18.44
billion, while Sub-Saharan Africa more
than doubled its total to $4.2 billion.
The US accounted for 49.5% of global
pay-TV revenues in 2016, even as this

MORE REVENUE
LESS COSTS
Optimize content-centric scheduling over targeted
VOD services and Linear channels
Eliminate ineﬃciencies in scheduling and
material workﬂows

WHATS’On

The Broadcast Management System for the future

www.mediagenix.sg - asia@mediagenix.sg

slipped below the halfway point for the
first time. The US, China, the UK, Japan
and Canada collectively generated twothirds of global pay-TV revenues in 2016.
Of the $32-billion extra revenues generated between 2010 and 2016, half came
from four countries: the US provided $7
billion, China $4 billion, Brazil $3 and India
$2 billion. However, revenues declined in
nine countries, mainly due to subscribers
converting from standalone TV to bundles, which are less lucrative for TV, said
Digital TV Research.
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It is about the content, and more
by shawn liew

HONG KONG – In the increasingly connected world that we
live in, smartphones and 4G will
act as key catalysts for the growth
of over-the-top (OTT) services
in Asia-Pacific (excluding China).
From 2017 to 2022, an incremental
395 million mobile broadband subscribers will be added, with more
than 145 coming from South-east
Asia, reported Aravind Venugopal,
vice-president, Media Partners Asia
(MPA).
Speaking as he welcomed dele
gates to the APOSTech 2017 summit held in Hong Kong last month,
Venugopal also presented MPA’s
prediction that the quality of fixed
broadband will “significantly improve” to support OTT. During the
same period, more than 30 million
next-generation fixed broadband
subscriptions will be added, with
more than 45% of these coming
from India.
While welcoming these findings, Hari Nagpal, managing director and CEO of Tata Sky, pointed
out pragmatically that many in
India today still do not have access
to broadband. He asked: “We can
have as many as 100 million-150
million customers using mobile
pre-paid plans. How many days
can we get out of them? How do
we make our service so attractive
that we compel them to top up
their pre-paid plan? In essence,
how do we find a non-broadband
way to increase stickiness?”
During the show, there was
also a major announcement from
Fox, as the company is working
with Australian telco Optus to

Delegates at APOSTech 2017 listening to presenters discussing a variety of issues concerning OTT, including strategies,
business models and relationships between various partners in the ecosystem.

launch the National Geographic
app in Australia. Subsequent
roll-outs will continue across AsiaPacific and the Middle East, and
follow on the heels of the launch
of Fox+, an Internet streaming
service, in Singap ore and the
Phillippines.
These launches also represent
a continuation of Fox’s mobile-first
strategy, said Rohit D’Silva, EVP,
commercial, Asia-Pacific and Middle East, Fox Networks Group. “We
play to our strengths and we constantly ask ourselves how we can
encourage engagement and get
people to come back to us. A clear
navigation utility and merging our
on-demand and linear offerings is
one way forward,” he added.
While many content producers

and owners such as Fox and HBO
are embarking on their own OTT
journeys, they stress the importance of continuing with their incumbent partners. Jonathan Spink,
CEO of HBO Asia, said: “While HBO
Go (a streaming service which
HBO is offering in Asia-Pacific with
partners such as Singapore telco
StarHub) has opened up new opportunities for us, we will continue
to work with partners, including
telcos.
“For companies who want to go
directly to the consumers, pricing
is key, while there are also rights
issues that need to be sorted out.”
Another aspect of the OTT ecosystem that needs to be improved
upon is the business model. Until
that happens, accessing the life-

time value of a customer will remain
a non sequitur, suggested Peter
Bithos, CEO of HOOQ. “What you
see in the market today will evolve
greatly over the next few years. The
value of a customer then perhaps
lies in how long you are able to hold
on to them.”
Bithos was speaking together
with Michael Fleshman, the newly
appointed CTO of HOOQ, who was
formerly with the BBC. Position
content nearer to the customer,
advised Fleshman. “The current
OTT model doesn’t match lifestyles
— you must adapt models to the
way people live their lives. Not
everyone has connectivity every
day, and do you really understand
what your customers want? Understand what they want, understand

their lifestyles, then cultivate the
ability to cycle through various
business models and execute them
effectively.”
HOOQ currently has more than
20,000 hours of content — the
biggest challenge, however, Bithos
added, is how do you bring all
this content to viewers, or more
specifically, how do you bring the
right content to the right audience? “We believe that it is key
to always give the customer the
sense of something new, all the
time,” he said.
Convergence, be it between
businesses, technologies or platforms, will be a key word for the
industry, said Jeremy Kung, CEO
and EVP, New Media, Telekom
Malaysia. Within this structure,
content must not be viewed as an
add-on service; it must be a core
business, he cautioned.
Having said that, just how
much content is enough? How
extensive do content libraries need
to be in order to attract and retain
subscribers? Deepak Mathur, EVP,
global sales, SES Video, presented
a fact that perhaps offered some
food for thought: The top 60 titles
fetch about 80% of all video-ondemand (VoD) viewing; the remaining 20% is accounted for by
45,000 titles.
And within a VoD, IP and mobile world, satellite still has a key
role to play by acting as a content
distribution network (CDN) in the
sky to facilitate time-shifting, location-shifting and device-shifting,
Mathur emphasised. “Satellite can
distribute content in territories
with limited connectivity to the
backbones, working as a CDN in

White Paper @ www.apb-news.com
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Implementing support for
HDR using software-based
video solutions

Video continuously moves forward.
Black-and-white video ultimately gave
way to standard definition colour. In
turn, the limited standard-definition
(SD) palette gave way to high-definition
(HD) with its higher resolution and more
numerous and richer colours. Technology
continued to march on, and 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) with even better resolution and
deeper colours is upon us. The next step
in the evolution of video is high dynamic range (HDR), with several
emerging standards aimed at increasing the number of colours and
luminance available with video to more closely approximate what is
visible to the human eye in the natural world.
There are three techniques by which to improve video experiences
that are likely to be implemented in some combination in the near term:
Increase the video frame rate; increase the number of pixels in each
frame; and improve the pixels themselves. This white paper from AWS
Elemental focuses on the third approach and makes the case that the
video ecosystem is best served by implementing support for HDR in
software, given the uncertainty of the current standardisation landscape.
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Peter Bithos (centre), CEO of HOOQ, and Michael Fleshman (right), CTO of HOOQ, questioned if current OTT models
match the lifestyles of people today.

the sky, providing edge caching to
any local network and helping to
reduce network traffic.”
Some of Mathur’s views were
echoed by John Lee, CTO of South
Korea’s CJ Hellovision, who identified trends such as space-shifting,
where the proliferation of media
devices means consumers can access content whenever and wherever they want; content-shifting,
which is creating a rise in demand
for short-form and high-quality
content; and time-shifting, which
represents non-linear viewing,
where serialised content is encour-

agng viewing in bulk.
OTT is changing the landscape
of content creation and consumption, Lee added, as he discussed
the challenge of overcoming cordcutting in South Korea. With OTT
facing fewer entry barriers than
pay-TV, OTT can potentially offer
more openness and expandability of the market, Lee suggested.
However, while South Korea may
have one of the highest OTT access rates in the region, paid OTT
subscriber ratio stands at a mere
5%, he pointed out.
Asia-Pacific’s pay-TV industry

is going through a challenging
and transitional period, driven by
the rise of consumer demand for
cheaper and more personalised
content packages, the transition
to IP-based delivery infrastructure
and the persistent threat of piracy,
according to Nagra, who recently
released findings from the Pay-TV
Innovation Forum 2017 which addresses the region’s pay-TV market.
The Pay-TV Innovation Forum is
a new global research programme
Nagra set up with research consultancy firm MTM.
The multi-device environment
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While a rich content library can be a big draw, as iflix is demonstrating, the top
60 titles fetch about 80% of all video-on-demand (VoD) viewing; the remaining
20% is accounted for by 45,000 titles.

is accelerating as people demand
to watch content on any device
of their choice, said Stéphane Le
Dreau, general manager, Southeast Asia. “Some of the questions
the industry has to ask itself include: As the end-user market
continues to evolve, are current
subscription models outdated?”
he told APB.
Service providers, he advised,
need to make use of intelligent
analytic tools to know who their
customers are, and what they
want. “The personalisation of TV
means they are buying only what

they want to watch. How do you
convert annoymous viewers into
paid subscribers?”
Le Dreau also predicted an increase in the embrace of IP in the
pure-life distribution of services.
This, in turn, places the issue of
how content is protected into the
spotlight. “Content used to be well
protected in a controlled environment,” he said. “Piracy streaming
is relatively rampant in Asia-Pacific
and operators need to be able to
identify quickly where the illegal IP
streaming is coming from, and to
put a stop to it.”
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Sachtler releases
Axe XL fluid head
Camera support systems provider Sachtler
has unveiled the Ace XL 75mm fluid head.
An upgrade of the Ace L, the Ace XL offers
an increase of 2kg of maximum payload
capacity over its predecessor. This, said
Sachtler, makes the Ace XL ideal for use
with the latest cine-style cameras, including
Blackmagic Design’s URSA Mini Pro. In
comparison to the Ace L, the Ace XL has a
maximum payload of 8kg, which allows the
new fluid head to support a broader range
of configurations. The Ace XL is available in
three different configurations supporting
different tripod systems.

Bexel adds Litepanels
lights to support
sports broadcasting
Bexel has upgraded its lighting inventory
with the addition of 300 Litepanels Astra
6X LED panels. According to Bexel, the
new lights will be key components in the
company’s ongoing support of customers
who require turnkey lighting solutions in
any location at outdoor sporting venues.
The Litepanels Astra 6X LED panel is 50%
brighter than the first-generation Astra
light and six times brighter than Litepanels’
original 1x1 panel. Even with its greater
intensity, the Astra 6X draws less power
than its predecessor, which allows for
longer battery runtime. In addition to
delivering higher-quality colour rendering,
the panels can be powered by professional
camera batteries, making them ideal for
productions looking to save power and
reduce costs, said Litepanels.
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Advanced editing
post-production
Even the most skilled editors
will readily acknowledge the
importance of having the
best tools at their disposal.
Where post production is
concerned, there is no lack
of options for editors to
choose from, as Shawn Liew
discovers.

be penalties for late delivery and with master that everyone signed off on and
the deadline just hours away, there just we’d copied the final master to the cliisn’t time to re-export the show.”
ent’s drive, which took several hours,”
With Pixelfantastic now operating he recalls. “The client wanted to change
in file-based workflows, Williams goes one of the names of the cameramen and
on to comment on the fundamental correct a colour shift — literally two tiny
difference between tape and file deliv- changes in this mammoth file.”
erables. “When there was an issue with
With cineXtools, Williams and his
a programme, the broadcaster would team were able to make the changes by
send the same tape back, and I would directly accessing the client’s master on
simply insert the change,” he details. their external drive, and then followed
“When we send the same tape back with suit on their own master. “If we’d had
an inserted fix, the broadcaster would to re-export, then copy over a new
recognise the tape and
file, it would have taken
only re-QC the segment
an entire day, but it took
flagged on the changelog.”
literally minutes to make
Wit h f i l e s , e ve r y
these corrections. cineXased in London, Pixelfantastic is a change equates to a new
tools is an essential tool
boutique facility specialising in colour, export — a brand-new
for modern mastering. I
conform and file delivery for concerts, file that Pixelfantastic was
am so glad that someone
documentaries and episodic TV, and required to QC again and
decided insert-editing
has delivered hundreds of show using re-certify that it passed
was important enough
a variety of mastering formats includ- a long list of technical
to resurrect,” Williams
ing tape, AS-11/DPP and 4K/Ultra HD checks. “We never had
concludes.
(UHD) files.
that problem with SR
For London-based
Despite this wealth of experience, tape. If I only changed the
TVT, a managed meBarrie Williams, owner of Pixelfantastic, credits on tape, we would TVT’s Peter Elvidge: Cloud
dia services provider, the
acknowledges the constant challenges only need to re-QC that as a resource for video
recent launch of a full
involved in delivering files. He notes, for segment, not the entire editing and workflow, is
Access Services busiinstance, the frequent and regular back programme,” Williams less understood but offers
ness unit is designed to
“significant benefits”.
and forth exercise between offline and says.
strengthen its position as
conform/online because information is
Enter cineXtools, which has not only a leading provider of compliance and
often not available to validate whether eliminated these issues, but has also video editing solutions that address
a title, start time or credit is correct to created for Pixelfantastic a “better and the complexities of the dynamic interbegin with.
simpler” workflow as compared to tape, national market for linear, on-demand
Williams explains: “Typically, edi- according to him. “With cineXtools, and online entertainment, says the
tors will send me the ‘finished’ edit for whether it’s a picture fix, audio insert, company, which is also seeing a trend
grading, we would finish the grade and metadata change or timecode re-stripe, where editing for compliance is heading
send it back for viewing. This is often the it’s a fast, almost instantaneous process,” to the cloud.
point when the decision makers watch he adds. “Moreover, and possibly more
Peter Elvidge, VP technology at
the programme with full concentration, importantly, the file that I am making TVT, tells APB: “The TV industry has
and 10 minutes after that, a request would the changes to is still the same file.”
been going through a major technical
come through to change the credits and
Being able to make changes to the transition over the past decade with
opening titles. We also need to take out file that has already been delivered is much of it focused around the shift to
one of the songs because legal clearance a time-saving function fundamental IP and in recent years, the use of cloudhas been refused.”
to the insert-edit workflow, Williams based technologies.
When working on fast turnaround explains, because it re-introduces the
“Recent developments have focused
shows, these last-minute changes are un- practice of being able to confidently on the cloud’s ability to deliver scalable
foreseen and uncontrollable, but become spot-check changes.
resources and lower capital expendia priority during the final viewing of the
And for those working with 4K/ ture. Examples around transcoding
finished master, he points out. “There will UHD deliverables, cineXtools can be and cloud-based subscriber managean “essential tool”, as every- ment are two common areas of initial
thing from export to copy exploration.”
takes much longer than
Cloud as a resource for video edHD, and there is scarce iting and workflow, however, is less
time available to address understood but offers “significant
errors.
benefits”, Elvidge suggests. This, he
Williams cites a recent adds, is especially true around content
4K/UHD conform and compliance, which can unify a task that
delivery of a Stevie Wonder often requires multiple people across the
concert in London’s Hyde process, from legal through to craft ediPark. “[The concert] was tors, many of whom increasingly work
cineXtools was recently deployed for a
a 4K/UHD ProRes 4444 in separate parts of the organisation or
4K/UHD conform and delivery of a Stevie taking about 1TB in stor- potentially at a third-party broadcast
Wonder concert in London’s Hyde Park. age space. We had a final service provider.
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tools ease
workflows
“Compliance and content versioning is a dynamic and cyclic process that
involves view, edit, review and approval
steps,” Elvidge continues. “In the past, for
many content creators, this has meant an
inefficient process where video needs to
travel around an organisation to different
stakeholders along with notes and edit instructions in various formats.”
A cloud-based process, alternatively,
makes this a lot simpler by having the proxy
video, edit decision list (EDL) and compliance notes all within a unified workflow
where every person — whether a compliance expert, craft editor or editorial director
— can all access the same source irrespective
of where they are based, says Elvidge.
TVT is also an advocate of a hybrid
cloud model, which the company manifests
in its ContentSelect cloud-based media
management platform, which was built in
2010 to help process content for clients such
as A+E, UKTV and Discovery. “We built it
out of necessity as, although public clouds
such as Amazon and Azure are perfect for
certain types of workloads, ContentSelect
is in essence a hybrid private cloud, as our
mezzanine formats are held on our local
data centre storage while only proxies are
shared in the cloud,” Elvidge explains.
This approach thus avoids the bandwidth requirements for ingress and charges
imposed by public clouds for data egress.
Moving large video files between public
clouds can be a “cumbersome process”, and
has little value if edits need to take place at
local suites, he adds, while suggesting that
by using ContentSelect and the cloud, even
4K/UHD and 8K workflows can be easily
managed, because there is no impact on the
uploaded proxies required for compliance
and other workflow activities.
“For us, the cloud and ContentSelect
result in a simpler and more efficient process for editors charged with ensuring that
content adheres to both legal compliance
and editorial requirements,” says Elvidge.
“Where cloud can really assist is in managing the workflow and ensuring that all
the relevant metadata and approvals are
handled in a consistent and easy-to-manage
fashion.”
One editing system that promises to offer
a “complete revolution” in post production
is Blackmagic Design’s DaVinci Resolve,
now available in version 14. Described by
Blackmagic Design as “the biggest release in
the history of the product”, DaVinci Resolve
14 includes features such as up to 10x performance improvement, a whole new audio
post-production suite with Fairlight audio
built-in, and collaboration tools that allow
multiple users to edit, colour and mix from
multiple systems, all in the same project at
the same time.

Richard Lim, director, Blackmagic
Design Asia, elaborates: “DaVinci Resolve
has always been known for its professional colouring capabilities. In
DaVinci Resolve 14, editing and
sound mastering tools are now
available. What this means is that all
facets of production can be handled
in one software, thus eliminating time
wasted trying to sync files when they
pass from the editor to the colourist
and to the audio engineer.
“And the new collaboration feature in Davinci Resolve 14 means that
you could have multiple users working at the same time for editing, colour and audio. There is also an in-software
chat feature that allows communication
among its users, and safety features on the
projects being worked on would be safe.
“As such, it essentially means that, for
the first time, all post-production aspects
of editing, colour and audio can be done
within a software, which will increase efficiency and thus allow more time and space
for enhanced creativity.”
According to Lim, DaVinci Resolve
is currently the software that supports
the most codecs that are used in the industry, and across different resolutions.
One such user is freelance colourist Ravit
Sripantawanusorn, who started his journey
with DaVinci Resolve 8. “As a freelance colourist, I prefer using Resolve as it gives me
the best image quality because of the 32-bit
float YRGB. I colour TVC, short films and
more using the advance resolve panels and
the mini panel. Once you use the balls to dial
on Resolve panels, you can’t go back because
you will miss it too much if you switch to
anything else.”
Having begun to edit his work on
DaVinci Resolve 14, Sripantawanusorn is
excited about tools such as Fairlight audio,
which he believes will add more value to the
post-production process. “I am still learning the ropes of sound editing, but I’m very
excited to have these tools,” he adds.
For Singapore’s Little Red Ants Creative
Studio, its mantra reads as: ‘We believe good
ideas and great people create the best works.’
Constantly seeking new ways to deliver top
visual content, the studio has been using
DaVinci Resolve since 2010 to grade its
TVCs, corporate videos, music videos and
short films, its director, Darren Tan, reveals.
He says: “We needed a professional
programme that could meet our demands
for fast turnaround, and provide an easyto-understand interface while still offering
professional tools. With the emergence of
digital cameras and varying formats and
codecs, it is also imperative that whatever
programme we were using supported these
new formats and codecs.

Blackmagic Design’s DaVinci Resolve, now available
in version 14, is the choice for users such as
Singapore’s Little Red Ants Creative Studio (above)
and freelance colourist Ravit Sripantawanusorn
(left).

“Blackmagic has been quick in implementing and pushing out new updates to
reflect their support for these new formats
and codecs. DaVinci Resolve also offers a
very powerful set of professional tools for
colour grading that allows us very precise
changes to be made.”

Since version 12, Little Red Ants Creative
Studio has also been exploring DaVinci
Resolve as its main editing programme, and
is currently trialling a number of projects to
test the feasibility of migrating from Adobe
Premiere Pro to DaVinci Resolve.
Tan concludes: “We see quite a few benefits that DaVinci Resolve offers, namely,
speed in moving from edit to colour grade,
cost of ownership, and ease-of-use. With the
promised improvements in speed and audio
editing, we believe DaVinci Resolve is ready
to take on the big boys!”
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Phoenix TV Beijing rising
on a Shotoku platform
Phoenix Satellite Television, a Hong Kong headquartered
Mandarin- and Cantonese-language TV broadcaster,
began its first broadcast on 31 March 1996, striving to
provide Chinese audiences everywhere with high-quality
Mandarin and Cantonese TV programmes.
When Phoenix TV Beijing decided to move from its old
Phoenix Hall to a new premises in Chaoyang in 2015, it
decided to build a new broadcast system based on new
equipment and technology, including camera support
systems from Shotoku Broadcast Systems. Chang Li Xin,
deputy director for Beijing Technology Centre, Phoenix
Satellite Television, reveals more.
In the time leading up to the move,
what were some of the factors
you considered when it came to
choosing the right camera support
and what was it about Shotoku
Broadcast Systems that made
the company the right choice for
Phoenix TV Beijing?
Chang Li Xin: Shotoku is still a
relatively new brand in the Chinese
domestic TV industry. We recognised
early on that a system was needed

Shotoku Broadcast
Systems is adding
more vibrancy and
colour to Phoenix
TV Beijing’s
productions by
allowing virtual
graphics and
elements to be
added.

Phoenix TV Bejing’s
studio productions
are now supported
by the Shotoku TR-XT
control panel, two
TG-18 robotic pan/
tilt heads on Ti-11
i-Height pedestals
and a TK53LVR/TI04VR crane system.

which could guarantee not only great
performance but also be practical
in a news studio. We wanted to take
advantage of the move to the new
premises to re-build our systems
using new technologies, and discover
more flexible and innovative ways of
producing programmes.
We thorougly researched all our
options and found that Shotoku
would be able to provide a strong
and stable camera support system

❝We thorougly researched all our
options and found that Shotoku is
able to provide a strong and stable
camera support system that was
intuitive, easy to use, allowed our
operations to run smoothly, and
provided superb data tracking.❞
— Chang Li Xin,
Deputy Director for Beijing Technology
Centre, Phoenix Satellite Television
that is intuitive, easy to use, allows our
operations to run smoothly,
and provides superb data tracking.
Officially opened in March
2015, Phoenix TV Beijing’s new
premises in the Chaoyang district
has installed the Shotoku TR-XT
control panel, two TG-18 robotic
pan/tilt heads on Ti-11 i-Height
pedestals and a TK53LVR/TI-04VR
crane system. Are there any specific
aspects of these products that most
appeal to your team?
Chang: I would say these solutions
from Shotoku are “worry-free”. Because
we face manpower constraints, we
just don’t have enough people to
adjust our equipment every day. The
performance of Shotuku products,
however, is so good that maintaining
them is easy.
For example, we use the TG-18/
Ti-11 for precise and highly repetitive
productions, such as our special
programme, Phoenix Evening Express.
Phoenix TV Beijing’s Chinese
progammes make up 75%-80% of
its total production output, and it
cooperates closely with the Hong
Kong headquarters to provide 24hour news and other programming.
What were some of the barriers
to production you faced at your
previous location and what new
opportunities for content creation
have been opened up since the
move to Chaoyang?
Chang: In Phoenix Hall, our
productions were limited and we faced
many contraints. Our pictures were
not rich enough and we could not
make use of virtual graphics that move
relative to the camera — we were
restricted to the traditional ‘hard cut’
method.
Shotoku’s solutions make it easy
to impose virtual elements in the
foreground. The SPI-Touch is especially
convenient, accurate and stable.
How has the adoption of robotic
camera support changed the feel of
production?
Chang: The robots let us set our

shooting track in advance to achieve
standardisation and consistency in
our news shooting. The time of our
technicians is very valuable, and for a
24-hour production, this has saved a
lot of manpower.
From very early in the planning
stages, we knew we needed
practicality and performance. The
robots provide exactly that — they
are precise, stable, highly reliable
and with a full manual mode, they
provided the guarantee we were
looking for.
While we may be living in an age
where virtual reality (VR) and
robotics are stealing the headlines,
it is the human element behind
the scenes that is making it all
possible. How was your interaction
with the people behind the
machine?
Chang: Shotoku has a small team,
but we were able to communicate
effectively with them, and process
all details in a timely manner. Their
technical staff are highly skilled
and are continuing to provide
professional after-sales service. ❑

Understanding
customers’ needs
Headquarted out of Kawasaki,
Japan, Shotoku Broadcast Systems
has been manufacturing high-end
camera support systems for studio
and outside broadcast productions,
supporting broadcasters worldwide.
The company also has offices in London and Beijing, as well as a brandnew service location in New York.
For the Phoenix TV Beijing project, Ashley Zhang, sales manager,
Shotoku Broadcast Systems, added:
“It is extremely important to understand the exact production needs of
our customers. We work very closely
with the technical staff every step
of the way to find the right set of
products and set-up to achieve our
customers’ goals.
“Phoenix TV has a very talented
team and they are making the most
of the best we have to offer.”
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Video Channel’s next
game changer: 4K/UHD

According to ChyronHego, CAMIO 4.2.2 brings “powerful new capabilities” and
even greater product integration to the CAMIO Universe, the company’s softwarebased newsroom production ecosystem.

ChyronHego upgrades
CAMIO graphic asset
management solution
ChyronHego has released a new
version of its CAMIO graphic asset
management server, which has
been enhanced with features such
as the HubDrive file distribution
tool and LUCI5, an HTML5 update
of the company’s modular user
interface for newsroom producers.
According to ChyronHego,
CAMIO 4.2.2 brings “powerful
new capabilities” and even greater
product integration to the CAMIO
Universe, the company’s softwarebased newsroom production ecosystem.
Sören Kjellin, CTO, ChyronHego,
added: “CAMIO 4.2.2 provides
more integration than ever with
the CAMIO Universe of playout
devices, including our PRIME, Hybrid, Live Compositor and Metcast
solutions. Plus, LUCI5 and HubDrive offer important new asset
management capabilities that our
customers have been asking for.
“With LUCI5’s simple and clear

To participate,
contact:
jessie@editecintl.com

workflow connecting the newsroom to the art department and
the control room, users can focus
on writing the news and breaking it
first. And HubDrive makes it easier
than ever before to manage and
distribute graphics assets across a
network of playout devices.”
With LUCI5, producers are able
to browse, create and order images and video assets from CAMIO
without having to leave the familiar
environment of their newsroom
computer systems (NRCS). LUCI5
places powerful content generation tools at the producer’s fingertips, making creation of reusable
graphics, clips, and automated cues
fast and easy.
While LUCI5 is based on the
Media Object Server (MOS) protocol’s new HTML5 plug-in specification, making it compatible with
most current NRCS solutions, the
interface also supports some older
NRCS via an ActiveX container.
The HTML5-based LUCI plug-in
also makes it “easier than ever” for
the engineering staff to maintain
the deployment, said ChryonHego.
Since LUCI5 is a Web page served
from CAMIO, producers will always
get the latest version of LUCI without the need for software upgrades
at their workstations.
ChyronHego’s all-new HubDrive feature in CAMIO 4.2.2 is a
Dropbox-like folder synchronisation and file distribution system
that empowers art departments
to distribute CAMIO content automatically to a network of playout
devices. Via its fast and lightweight
client/server architecture, HubDrive
automatically installs necessary
fonts and ensures that all required
files are distributed where they are
needed throughout the network.
Support for the full range of
solutions in the CAMIO Universe
ensures that all of the user’s graphics content is in place when and
where it is needed.

Established in 1996, Hong Kongbased production house Video
Channel acquired Hong Kong’s
“first ever” HD broadcast system
in 2006.
In the same year, Video Channel became the first production
house to produce Hong Kong’s
first HD live broadcast for the Miss
Chinese Cosmo Pageant 2006, for
Phoenix TV. More accolades followed in 2007, when Video Channel produced the first Blu-ray Disc
featuring the Show-Mi concert and
supported the HD live broadcast
of the Barclays Asia Trophy golf
tournament for PCCW/Now TV.
This was then followed by the company’s 2012, 3D multi-cam production for Hong Kong Canto pop king
Jacky Cheung’s ½ Century concert.
Stone Lee, COO at Video Channel Productions, explained: “Our
goal was to be the trendsetter
and be the preferred partner for
TV stations in Hong Kong and
international clients who use Hong
Kong and the region for their mega
events.”
Along the way, Video Channel
has been steadfast in its support of
Sony equipment; its inventory includes a wide range of Sony system

Hong Kong production house Video
Channel is embarking on its 4K/UHD
journey with the Sony HDC-4300
camera.

cameras and EFP cameras, including the HDC-3300 super motion
camera with fibre interface, and
the HDC-2000 3G double-speed
multi-format camera.
As part of the next stage of the
company’s growth, Video Channel has set up a new 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) division, which has been
equipped with Sony’s HDC-4300
4K/UHD camera.
Lee continued: “We were astounded with the HDC-4300’s
superb 4K/UHD capabilities with
wide dynamic range and colour

space. Viewers will be simply blown
away when they view Hong Kong’s
first 4K/UHD Blu-ray, which will be
out [this year].”
The HDC-4300 integrates with
Video Channel’s existing HD infrastructure and accessories, as well as
the “most advanced” 4K/UHD live
production workflow, said Sony.
Optional software upgrades allow
Video Channel to add 4K/UHD 2x
and HD 8x super slow motion and
4K/UHD image capture to standard
HD outputs.
Lee concluded: “Standardising
our cameras under the Sony brand
has given us an unrivalled level of
integration in our workflow, and
that translates into superior image
quality for our clients and better
returns on our productions.”

Cinematographer
Paul Nichola
receives Miller-ACS
achievement award
Director, cinematographer and camera developer Paul
Nichola was recently presented with the Bob Miller –
ACS Technical & Innovation Achievement Award at the
46th 2017 Australian Cinematographers Society (ACS)
National Awards for Cinematography.
The award, sponsored by Miller Camera Support
Equipment, recognises Nichola’s development of the
360 x 60 high dynamic range (HDR) panoramic camera
system, which uses existing industrial imaging cameras
incorporated into a zero parallax rig that is able to
capture the same dynamic range of light and dark as
the human eye. It was first utilised on a shoot in Beijing
for a re-enactment of a Chinese archery ceremony to
record key segments of the ancient ritual.
Nichola said: “Innovation is a passion of mine and
it is great to see this has not only reached the ACS
stage, but has also contributed to safeguarding some
of China’s culture.”
Nichola incorporated four Ximea 2K x 2K cameras
with 6mm Kowa lenses to achieve a 360 x 60-degree
field of view. The Ximex cameras were chosen because
they offer a “lin to log” function, which allows the camera operator to nominate two points along its linear
exposure acquisition to reduce sensitivity. The dynamic
gain control occurs individually on every pixel during
the exposure of a frame, thus resulting in a pseudo log
exposure and a net result of preserving deep shadows
and bright highlights.
The Bob Miller – ACS Technical & Innovative
Achievement Awards forms part of the National

Paul Nichola (left) was recently presented with the Bob
Miller – ACS Technical & Innovation Achievement Award at
the 46th 2017 Australian Cinematographers Society (ACS)
National Awards for Cinematography. Pictured with him is
Mark Clementson of Miller Camera Support Equipment, the
sponsor of the award.

Awards for Cinematography, which is an annual opportunity to celebrate the art of cinematography in
Australia. Miller Camera Support has been sponsoring
the ACS since the organisation’s inauguration in 1958.
Mark Clementson, managing director, Miller Camera Support Equipment, said: “Bob Miller revolutionised the film and TV industry when he invented the
world’s first fluid head by giving operators the freedom
to shoot far more creatively and achieve shots that
were previously unattainable.
“Paul Nichola exemplifies the resourcefulness and
originality that was personified in Bob by developing
a camera system that was specifically built to suit the
needs of the project at hand. Miller is delighted to
have Paul named by his peers as the winner of the
third annual Bob Miller award.”
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Litepanels presents the
next generation of lighting
for broadcast and film
by alan ipakchian

Alan Ipakchian
is Global Product
Marketing
Manager,
Litepanels.

As modern video production
continues to evolve, lighting
requirements are getting more
demanding by the year. A majority
of studios are starting to shoot at
a higher ISO and capturing images
based on low light output and
position relative to the camera and
talent positions — soft key light and
reflective light, for example.
So whether it is outdoors on
location or setting up in the studio,
the need for flexible yet powerful
lighting that can give you as much
light as possible has become a basic
necessity for a crew.
Since winning the first-ever
Emmy statue for lighting in 2009,
Litepanels has continued to lead the
LED lighting revolution that has made
such a huge statement throughout
the industry. By recognising trends
and talking to customers, Litepanels
has responded to those changing
needs by building on the quality
and popularity of the innovative
Astra 1x1 panel and releasing the
next-generation Astra 3X and 6X LED
panels — the former being three
times brighter than the original, while
the latter is six times brighter.
Besides capitalising on these
panels, Litepanels has also launched
the daylight-balanced Sola 4+ LED
Fresnel, which offers a greaterthan-120% increase in output; and
the new Sola 6+, which, compared to
its predecessor, offers an incredible
50% increase in output.
Harnessing all of the benefits of
LEDs, the latest Astra and Sola lights
are ideal for both studio and onlocation shoots, especially as both
product lines can be powered by
professional camera batteries.
Versatility is key when it comes
to lighting, so the fact that users
have the option for either static or
battery power means they can get
light virtually anywhere they need
it. In addition, all models offer up to
50% more intensity while drawing
less power, which allows for longer
battery runtime and helps users save
power and reduce costs.
And the versatility does not stop
there. Users can adjust the intensity
and bounce the lighting off a wall,
essentially creating a regular 1ft x 1ft
Astra into a giant wall light source —
the applications are endless.
Pat Grosswendt, co-founder of
Litepanels and professional gaffer,
said: “Filmmakers, broadcast studios,

Harnessing all of the
benefits of LEDs, the latest
Astra and Sola lights from Litepanels
are designed for both studio and
on-location shoots, especially since
both product lines can be powered by
professional camera batteries.

and content producers alike have
commented on how our Sola and
Astra lines continuously outperform
other LED lights on the market today.
“And now, with their improved
output, these lights can be used in
a variety of applications with the
added benefit of being able to go
fully mobile with battery power. Users
can take these upgraded lighting
solutions into remote locations
without being tethered to a wall
outlet, which ultimately saves them
time and money on set. It’s the multitool of lighting specialist everywhere.”
For 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) broadcast
of sharp images, both of these new
lighting series feature high colour
rendering index (CRI) and television
lighting consistency index (TLCl),
yielding exceptional reproduction
of the complete colour spectrum.
For example, the Astra bicolour
models allow for transitional colour
tuning from daylight to tungsten to
accommodate interior or exterior
shots, a range of different skin tones,
and all production situations, in
general.
Moreover, with smooth dimming
from 100% to 0% and no colour
shift throughout the entire range,
colour and intensity can be quickly

adjusted, either manually or remotely,
via the available optional Bluetooth
and DMX communications modules.
With these modules, studios can also
control the lights with a variety of
third-party remote controls over their
IP network for a more flexible and
convenient workflow.
In addition to the Astras, the Sola
line, especially the Sola 4+, packs
much more of a punch than before.
With its incredible 125% brighter
output on top of its great daylight
colour spectrum, the Sola 4+ is a
definite contender to traditional
backlight, key light or edge light.
Producing full-spectrum,
directional illumination, the new
Sola 4+ and Sola 6+ offer the
controllability and light-shaping
properties inherent in Fresnel lights,
but at a small fraction of the power
draw of conventional Fresnel lighting.
The custom Fresnel lenses emit
an even collimated light source
that can be focused and controlled
for maximum flexibility. The Sola
range of LEDs provides cool daylight
illumination with the unique ability
to control both focus and intensity
via standard DMX 512 protocol and
without the heat generation of a
traditional Fresnel.
For a faster break down, the
lights’ cool-to-the-touch operation
means that users will not have to wait
for them to cool off, unlike traditional

Fresnel lighting. Additionally, the
colour temperature of the Solas is
designed to match existing daylightbalanced Fresnel fixtures, so they can
be easily installed for side-by-side use
either in the studio or on location.
As the smallest DMX-controllable
LED Fresnel on the market, the Sola
4+’s footprint, lighter weight and
battery operation make it easier to
hide or put in plain sight for tight
and/or on-location sets. It is also
low power, drawing up to 53W from
the outlet — perfect for rigging and
travel.
Likewise, the incredibly energyefficient Sola 6+ draws only 104W,
which greatly reduces heating,
ventilation and air-conditioning
(HVAC) costs in studios. In short,
these new Sola lights are the answer
to lighting professionals who want
more output than they need.
Every gaffer knows that it is
always better to have more lighting
than not having enough, which is why
these new upgrades to Litepanel’s
professional product lines are just
what the doctor, or in this case, the
producer needs. It fits in perfectly
for those difficult on-location shoots,
especially with the higher output and
battery operation.
You will be able to see their
output for yourselves at IBC2017 this
September at the Vitec Group
booth! ❑
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MK cinema lenses cinematographer’s
choice for documentary shoot
Upon accepting a project from
Radiant Entertainment to shoot
a major historical documentary
that will take cinematographer
Jim Frater over multiple continents
over a six-month period, he made a
key decision to use the new Fujifilm
MK 18-55mm cinema lenses.
Frater explained: “The main
reason for choosing the new Fuji
non ML lenses for this series was
quite easy — their light weight
and excellent functionality. We are
spending six months overseas with
a lot of flights to exotic destinations
and long car rides.
“With this in mind, I knew I
needed a small, light zoom lens that
wasn’t a still camera zoom lens. I
also wanted a lens that could cover
most of our demands without having to do a lot of lens changes. The

new MK lenses fit the bill perfectly.”
Because speed was of the essence for Frater and B camera
operator Ben Berkhous, the size of
the MK lenses and weight, or lack
thereof, saved them valuable time,
while its 200-degree barrel rotation is “just right of single-handed
focus pulls”.
Frater continued: “It also has an
in-built macro option and adjustable back focus. We are shooting
with Sony FS 7 Mk II camera so the
native E-mount is rock solid. The
18-55mm range is a great length
and we are lucky that we are acquiring in 1080p, which means we
can centre-crop our sensor and the
MK lens covers most situations.”
Frater and Berkhous also used
the Sony FS5 camera as backup and
in tight shooting situations — cars,

Jim Frater, ACS, took his Fujifilm MK
18-55mm cinema lenses to countries
such as Uzbekistan, Georgia, Germany,
Austria and the UK to shoot a historical
documentary.

small rooms and low-profile times
— where the MK lens goes straight
on so they can shoot for longer and
have pictures matched.
Having previously worked

with Fujinon ENG lenses, Frater
described the MK lenses as being
“very similar” to what he was accustomed with.
“The fact that they are para

focal and have the macro ability
puts them streets ahead of what
else is on the market at the moment,” he said. “I have yet to see
anything that comes close. From
the first time we mounted them
to the camera and saw the results,
the decision was made, it was that
simple. The image is very pleasing,
the lenses are versatile and light,
and they also match quite well with
the Sony G series 70-200mm we are
also using.”
Frater concluded: “I must also
say that while the MK lenses are
light, they are strong, well-made
and robust.”

Branksome Hall Asia partners with KCTV
to create private broadcasting channel
by jose zarate

On Jeju, South Korea, the Branksome Hall Asia (BHA) film department, in collaboration with Jeju’s
KCTV, is creating a student-led
cable channel.
Prior to that, a dedicated group
of 20 students and I had created
a weekly news and variety show.
Called Branksome TV (BTV), it
started from scratch as a vehicle to
provide school bulletins and news,
but just as the school has grown,
so has the show.
Sueshin Moon, BTV’s first student director, stated: “BTV is an
academic and delightful show that
represents BHA. As the first BTV
director, I’ve noticed how BTV has
grown in the past two years. BTV
is unique because each segment
is run by a group of students. We
have both educational and entertaining segments, such as BHA
Dialogue and Branksome Fun Facts
that are targeted at the whole BHA
community.”

Since then, we have been in
talks with KCTV, Jeju’s local news
channel, and we now have the
infrastructure in place to start a
broadcasting channel. It will be
called Branksome Network and
will be broadcast on Channel 567
on the KCTV Jeju cable network.
This will create great learning
opportunities in BHA’s after-school
CASE (Creativity, Action, Service &
Enrichment) programme. Under
the programme, students produce
segments, create their own moving
titles using Adobe After Effects and
edit their segments using Adobe
Premiere.
Students such as BHA dialogue
producer Linnea Bidder drive
the content of the show. “I help
brainstorm ideas for segments,
organise interviews, and film engaging and informative segments
about the Branksome community,”
she said.
We also have a Film Academy
group who will create short movies
for the channel. Next year, DP Film

students will have the opportunity
to broadcast their student films on
the channel.
Currently in Phase 1, we broadcast through an HD-SDI optical
transmitter that sends the signal to
KCTV. For now, our transmission is
limited to 1080p, but we plan on
upgrading to 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
within the year. As this collaboration grows, students will have the
opportunity to intern and shadow
KCTV producers and directors, as
well as volunteer and help local
communities with broadcasting at
stations throughout Jeju.
This fall, we will move into
Phase 2, where we will be using a
12x12 Blackmagic Design Smart
Video Hub. Blackmagic Design
products are versatile and support
many different formats. This will be
important for scalability, as we will
broadcast events such as assemblies, theatre productions, concerts,
graduations and speaker series
that take place in our auditorium.
This is another great opportunity

Branksome Hall Asia, a South Korean educational institution, is working with KCTV,
a Jeju news channel, to produce a broadcasting channel that will air on Channel 567
of the KCTV Jeju cable network.

for students to learn about live
broadcasting.
Under my supervision, BHA’s
Control Room Academy will also
broadcast live events.
Yehsom Jung, a G12 student,
said: “It is very exciting to be a
part of live broadcasting. In the
past, I had worked on live streaming events such as graduation and
assemblies. Being involved in live

broadcasts will put more pressure
on the Control Room Academy, but
I think we will be able to overcome
that pressure and help each other
to make the best live broadcasting
possible!”
Jose Zarate is DP Film at Branksome
Hall Asia, an independent educational institution located in Seogwipo,
Jeju Province, South Korea.
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Ross Video welcomes
new VP for marketing
Ross Video has
appointed Jennifer
Markey (pictured)
as the company’s
vice-president for
marketing. In her
new role, Markey will
assume leadership
of Ross Video’s global marketing team
and initiatives including public relations,
demand generation, events and channel
partner marketing. Markey’s appointment
comes as Ross Video is experiencing
“exponential growth” in revenues and
customers, and is seeking to further
bolster the company’s footprint in key
geographies, including Asia-Pacific.

Net Insight ties up with
Ericsson on media
contribution
Net Insight has partnered Ericsson to offer
broadcasters a range of end-to-end video
processing solutions based on their media
contribution products and services. Under
this partnership, Ericsson’s AVC/H.264
and HEVC/H.265 solutions will be fully
managed under Net Insight’s Nimbra
Vision management system and through
ScheduALL for end-to-end orchestration,
workflow automation, and customer selfprovisioning. Net Insight will also begin
to offer AVC/H.264 and HEVC/H.265
capabilities to its Nimbra portfolio, the
company announced.
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Can IP routing
set the course for
change?
In facing the need to address
multiple media sources and
formats, IP routing presents media
operators a pathway to potentially
future-proof their workflows. The
challenge, however, is to ensure
that IP networks are able to provide
the same level of reliability as SDI
operations. Josephine Tan finds
out more.

F

With a need to support multi-format switching, Italian broadcast production company
NVP has installed SAM’s Kahuna switcher and Sirius 840 router in its new 4K/UHD OB
truck.

rom space-constrained outside broadcast
(OB) trucks to complex multi-channel
operations, routers are at the heart of every
installation in every broadcast operation.
They are tasked to process multiple formats
of incoming audio and video signals, routing these signals accordingly to its assigned
destination.
For NVP, an Italian broadcast production company, it required its new 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) OB truck to support production services that encompass SD, HD, 4K/
UHD, standard dynamic range (SDR)
and high dynamic range (HDR) content
simultaneously. To enable multi-format
switching, NVP has installed the Kahuna
switcher from Snell Advanced Media
(SAM) alongside the Sirius 840 router.
The delivery of multiple formats generally needs to be achieved without adding
operators and increasing costs, says Alan
Smith, product manager, routers, SAM.
Besides the key factor of managing all
formats, Smith tells APB that minimising set-up time is also another important
aspect, as there should be “minimum
need to reconfigure systems based on the
signal format”. He adds: “Routers that can

auto-sense and adjust to match the signal
format greatly reduce set-up times.”
The Sirius 840 is a member of SAM’s
Sirius 800 family of routers. The Sirius 800
features built-in advanced hybrid processing (AHP) that integrates functions such
as audio processing, frame synchronisation, switching, video and audio delay,
as well as audio sample rate conversion.
AHP also includes input embedding,
and allows each input and output to be
processed and controlled independently.
“Our new OB van ranks among the
most technologically advanced production units in Europe, and is recognised
primarily for its technical and operational
efficiency,” says Nataliano Pintabona,
founder, owner and general manager at
NVP. “We use it for the most challenging
productions all over Europe, as the new
truck enables us to produce SD, HD, 4K/
UHD, SDR and HDR videos, as well as
leverage the latest technologies such as IP.”
Supporting a hybrid approach to the
IP transition, SAM’s Sirius 800 routers are
equipped with I/O options including SDI,
AES, MADI, 12G-SDI 4K/UHD, and support for both 40GbE and 50GbE SMPTE
2110 IP interfaces.
While both IP and SDI
❝IP production infrastructure gives media
routing in live producoperators the opportunity to standardise
tions are valid approaches,
production infrastructure from end-to-end, Smith points out that the
which saves money on supporting multiple choice depends on several
factors — including the
platforms and formats,
size of the router, the level
and allows them to take
of processing required, and
the choice of other parts
advantage of mass marketof the system infrastrucpriced IT infrastructure.❞
ture. Smith explains: “For
— Jason Kalai Thankarajoo,
small and medium-sized
Business Development Manager,
productions, SDI becomes
Cisco Service Provider
more cost-effective, as the

cost of SDI interfaces is significantly lower
than the 40GbE interfaces needed for IP, although for very large systems, the cost of IP
switch counters this. Increased bandwidth
utilisation of 4K/UHD also favours SDI.”
In addition, 12G-SDI enables current
HD/3G system designs to be adapted
to manage 4K/UHD. This, according to
Smith, allows existing operational and
maintenance practices to be used — a point
to consider as the availability of skilled IP
engineering in broadcasting is still a limiting factor in the adoption of IP.
He continues: “Prior to the introduction of 12G-SDI, there was a clear preference for IP transport rather than quad-link
3G-SDI for 4K/UHD production. The
move towards remote productions, where
the link between the venue and the production centre is often IP-based, would tend
to favour IP.”
Ideally, Smith suggests that a system
can take advantage of the benefits of both
SDI and IP where appropriate. “Equipment
with a mix of both interfaces allows the
best choice for the designer and end-user,”
he concludes.
Currently, the majority of live and
studio productions are operating on
SDI routers, which are based on legacy
architecture. And most of the deployment of IP broadcast systems, which are
using SDI routers, are designed to route
video signals from multiple-input sources
to one or more display devices such as
monitors, projectors and TV sets. Following the emergence of 4K/UHD and
8K technologies, a “complete change” of
existing SDI router is required to support
larger traffic throughput, suggests Jason
Kalai Thankarajoo, business development
manager at Cisco Service Provider.
He explains: “The emergence of IP,
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Supporting the fifth season of Spanish reality show Gran Hermano VIP’s behind-the-scenes was Riedel Communications, who
provided its MediorNet network to form a decentralised routing matrix.

along with SMPTE 2022-6 and
2022-7, is driving production
switching within production studios. An IT-based, IP-delivered
production infrastructure gives
media operators the opportunity
to standardise production infrastructure from end-to-end, and
is the most economical way for
them to deal with the explosion
of content distribution platforms
while serving the expanding range
of consumer devices.”
To more efficiently manage
workflows generated from complex traffic patterns, Cisco developed a cloud-scale network
architecture, which is designed to
provide end-to-end connectivity,
allowing media operators to deliver their content to subscribers.
“Cloud routing enables operators
to connect local content close
to subscribers, and have some
streams broadcast centrally. This
flexibility also helps in better
optimisation of the network infrastructure,” Thankarajoo explains.
Cloud routing can be deployed
for IP transport connectivity, as
there are multiple encryption mech-

anisms available that are capable of
leveraging and delivering content
over the Internet in a “secure manner”. As an example, he indicates
that centralised authentication
and client-server technology are
capable of securing networks over
public clouds.
“Over-the-top (OTT) video
delivery is a unicast transfer mode,
and is the most optimal way to
reach the distribution point from
where live streams can be broadcasted to subscribers,” Thankarajoo says. “This kind of distributed
services provide greater flexibility,
and help in delivering latencysensitive video in an optimal manner. Distributed processing also
helps in providing a hierarchy approach to better stream the media.”
But when it comes to routing in an IP ecosystem, the “real
change” is when the IP switch
is capable of routing by itself
automatically, suggests Cameron
O’Neill, director, Asia-Pacific,
Riedel Communications.
He elaborates: “What we see
with current routers is that there
are IP extensions in the form of

I/O cards with Ethernet connectors on the interface side, but
still connected to a TDM (timedivision multiplexing) routing
backplane. In that sense, there is
very little change. If a commentator wanted to switch the video
feed, the network could route its
signals directly from a camera
to its screen without needing to
touch the OB’s router.”
Stressing that greater efficiency
can be achieved through “the power of automation”, O’Neill suggests
that this will result in a decrease in
set-up time required during initial
configuration before any shows.
For instance, camera operators can
enter their own names or camera
positions, and that label will flow
through the entire network, or
for replay servers, it is able to
announce its capabilities to a network and request streams in the
appropriate format.
For Riedel, the company recently provided its MediorNet
network to the fifth season of Gran
Hermano VIP, a Spanish reality
show produced by Zeppelin TV, a
division of Endemol Shine Iberia.

As Spain’s celebrity version of the
worldwide Big Brother franchise,
Gran Hermano VIP follows a
group of contestants who lived
together in a specially constructed
house that is isolated from the outside world. During their stay in the
house, the contestants were under
close monitoring by live cameras
and various microphones.
José Luis Gacal, technical
director at Zeppelin TV, explains:
“For Gran Hermano VIP, we had
fairly complex networking requirements. The network topology
had to handle all of the inputs and
outputs needed to put on a show
with multiple cast members moving from room to room. We also
needed a single system from which
we could sync all cameras.”
Riedel’s MediorNet provided
a redundant and decentralised
signal routing and transport infra
structure for the on-location Gran
Hermano VIP house near Madrid,
moving video from more than 70
cameras and audio signals originating from four mixing consoles.
The network consists of five MediorNet Compact Pro frames, two
MediorNet MetroN frames, and
18 MediorNet MicroN media distribution networks devices — all
connected over a 10Gbps optical
fibre network to form a decentralised routing matrix.
The MediorNet Compact Pro
and MicroN frames were placed in
five strategic locations throughout
the house to collect signals from all
the camera sources. The MicroN
devices were used to multiplex
camera signals along with PTZ
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(pan-tilt-zoom) and camera control data, delivering them to the
machine room over 10G fibre
links, a task that would have other
wise required a large amount of
copper cabling, O’Neill says.
In the machine room, one
MediorNet MetroN frame routed
all fibre links, and outputs the signals to the vision room. A second
MetroN was installed as backup,
providing full redundancy, which
was built into the network through
dual fibre paths, with one set of
fibres in the suspended ceiling and
the other underground. This, says
O’Neill, gave MediorNet the ability
to re-route signals in the event of
a network error.
The MediorNet network also
served as the audio router, with
audio channels coming from the
four mixing consoles via MADI
interfaces.
He concludes: “As the system
would be operating 24/7, the
production [team] needed to
ensure that everything would
work smoothly using a design that
delivered the requested efficiencies
and redundancies while reducing
cabling and complexity.
“The fibre-based MediorNet
network meant the production
could reduce the amount, weight
and cost of cabling that had to be
pulled through the house. Furthermore, MediorNet’s signal transport
and integrated processing features
give producers the ability to handle frame-sync for the cameras,
embedding/de-embedding, and
Ethernet-based camera control,
all within a single system.”

Dalet takes DAZN’s J.League into a new galaxy
Launched last August in Japan, DAZN is
a subscription-based, over-the-top (OTT)
provider of multimedia sports content.
Offered by digital sports content and media
group Perform, DAZN offers live streams,
highlights and magazine programmes of the
J.League, Japan’s domestic football league.
To facilitate the production and distribution of highlights and magazine content, as
well as share high value assets with its UK
site, Perform extended its existing relationship with Dalet and implemented an endto-end production workflow powered by the
Dalet Galaxy platform in its Tokyo facility.
With Dalet Galaxy, Perform is able to

connect and orchestrate an ecosystem of
technologies used at DAZN, including Evertz
Dream Catcher, Xendata, Qualstar, Adobe
Premiere Pro CC and Avid ProTools, to create a production and distribution workflow.
Robin Williams, post engineering manager, Tokyo, Perform Group, said: “Dalet
has shown its worth in managing the large
volumes of data generated daily for the
J.League. Through its advanced features,
we have been able to craft ingest workflows
that automatically fill out metadata forms
based on the file extensions, move media to
its allocated location, and enable retention
policies based on the media type.

SYSTEMS

SOLUTI
ONS

“These workflows have allowed the
DAZN team to maximise output efficiency
while increasing the value of all content,
thanks to rich metadata collection within
Dalet Galaxy.”
Dalet Galaxy manages content ingest
from satellite sources via the Dalet Brio I/O
environment, orchestrating all asset transactions for the DAZN VoD workflow.
Web-based tools such as Dalet WebSpace let staff quickly assemble and deliver
highlight packages and magazine show
content to the DAZN platform and archives,
while modules such as Dalet Xtend for Adobe Premiere Pro CC bring post production

into the main workflow with bidirectional
metadata tracking.
Dalet AmberFin takes care of all media
processing with integrated ingest, mastering, QC and review functionality. Flexible
Dalet API-based integrations with third-party
systems also allow Perform to design workflows tailored for its Japanese operation.
Mike Edwards, head of post engineering,
Perform Group, concluded: “The functionality of the Dalet Galaxy MAM and its integration with other systems and workflows
meant that it was the obvious choice for
the creation of highlights and promotional
content for J.League post-production teams.
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Axon’s Cerebrum software brings
control and monitoring to broadcast
playout and production facilities
by geert-jan gussen

Large broadcasters with complex
playout facilities usually have
workflows that include equipment
from a wide variety of manufacturers.
Making sure that all this equipment
is properly integrated, controlled
and managed is key to the success
of these facilities, particularly when
they are dealing with high-profile
programming and playout across
numerous TV channels.
It is therefore no surprise that
Axon Digital Design’s sophisticated
Cerebrum monitoring and control
platform is proving so popular with
broadcasters around the world. This
elegant software is fast becoming
the control solution for choice — not
just for playout facilities but also for
mobile production, news and studio
live production, master control and
remote production.
Designed as a customisable
monitoring and control system,
Cerebrum links broadcast equipment
from all major manufacturers using
either SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol) or thirdparty protocols. The system supports
a wide range of devices including
routers, production switchers, servers,
audio desks, camera control units,
receiver decoders, multi-viewers and
waveform monitors, and its advanced
functionality and broad range of
features simplifies multi-device
control into one easy-to-use
customised interface.
One broadcaster that has put
Cerebrum at the heart of its playout
facilities is British Forces Broadcasting
Service (BFBS) in Chalfont, UK. Part of
Services Sound and Vision Corporation
(SSVC), BFBS delivers a comprehensive
selection of UK television and radio
programmes to British Armed Forces
personnel around the world. As well
as 20 radio stations, it has 15 live,
La Chaîne
ParlementaireAssemblée
nationale (LCP), the
TV channel of the
French National
Assembly, operates
two studios
and two control
rooms located on
different sites.
These are linked
by fibre-optic
cables with control
and monitoring
provided by a
single Cerebrum
system.

At BFBS in the UK, Cerebrum controls and monitors a workflow that features Snell Advanced
Media’s (SAM) ICE channel-in-a-box with Morpheus automation, a Provys traffic system, IPV’s
Curator media asset management (MAM) based on Cisco hardware, Axon Synapse signal
processing, Arbor mass ingest recording and NetApp storage.

24-hour TV channels to deal with, all
of which are broadcast via encrypted
satellite and online to an audience of
25,000 in 24 countries, and to Royal
Navy ships at sea.
At BFBS, Cerebrum controls and
monitors a workflow that features
Snell Advanced Media’s (SAM) ICE
channel-in-a-box with Morpheus
automation, a Provys traffic system,
IPV’s Curator media asset
management (MAM) based on
Cisco hardware, Axon Synapse
signal processing, Arbor mass ingest
recording and NetApp storage. A
single control panel with a customised
user interface allows BFBS staff to
efficiently view the broadcaster’s
entire transmission workflow.
Hunter Adair, head of technology
service, TV and News at BFBS/
SSVC, said: “Cerebrum provides us
with a holistic customised view of
our operations and gives us greater

flexibility to scale and adapt in this
fast-moving environment. It certainly
helps us to fulfil the BFBS mission,
which is ‘To Serve Those Who Serve’.”
La Chaîne ParlementaireAssemblée nationale (LCP), the TV
channel of the French National
Assembly, has also installed Axon’s
Cerebrum control and monitoring
system as part of a major upgrade of
its news production facilities.
LCP operates two studios and two
control rooms located on different
sites. These are linked by fibre-optic
cables with control and monitoring
provided by a single Cerebrum
system. This is integrated with a
Riedel decentralised MediorNet/
MicroN IP router that offers advanced
processing and routing capabilities
via modular I/O video blocks. Using
fully customisable remote panels,
Cerebrum manages all of the
equipment connected to the router,
including a video mixer, an audio
console, multi-images, intercom, tally
and UDM.
The channel, which broadcasts
24/7 over satellite, cable, over-thetop (OTT), IPTV and digital terrestrial
television (DTTV) with debates and
commentary on major national and
international political issues, has
switched its entire infrastructure
to HD — now the default format
in France. As part of this upgrade,
technical equipment was also
renewed to streamline the workflow
and improve control and monitoring.
Jérome Monteil, general manager
of Ericsson’s Broadcast Service France,
said: “The Axon Cerebrum control
and monitoring platform is key to the

success of this project as it delivers
both reliability and scalability. It
interfaces beautifully with Riedel’s
MediorNet router and with other
third-party equipment in LCP’s
workflow. Cost of ownership was also
a factor — using floating licences,
Cerebrum offers exceptional value
for money and, thanks to its intuitive
design, it is very easy to add new
products to the broadcast chain. We
are also able to modify the system
internally, which lowers the cost of
maintenance and service.”
In Asia, Fuzhou Radio and TV
— the broadcaster responsible for
transmitting the First National Youth
Games in China — has selected
Cerebrum because it provides a
complete view of the operational
workflow, including third-party
products. Through an easy-to-use
customised graphical interface,
it allows its engineers to ensure
faults are easily located and quickly
resolved.
Lin Qinhua, head of technology
at Fuzhou Radio and TV, said: “As the
broadcaster in the host city for the
first Chinese National Youth Games,
we felt the pressure and responsibility
of the occasion, especially as we
were using a new broadcast system.
However, the success of the broadcast
showed the importance of choosing
the right equipment and systems at
an early stage.
“By working closely with
systems integrators and equipment
manufacturers and by ensuring that
we had good communication and
feedback with everyone involved,
we were able to make a seemingly
‘impossible’ task possible. The success
of these Games was very satisfying
and the entire project allowed our
production team to accumulate
valuable experience of our new
broadcast platform.”
In recent months, Axon has
further improved the flexibility
of Cerebrum by ensuring that its
latest software version incorporates
support for even more high-end
manufacturers including Evertz, AJA,
AXIA, Allen & Heath, Panasonic, Ross
Video, Yamaha, Rohde & Schwartz,
Quintech and Blackmagic Design. This
makes it even simpler to monitor and
control multiple devices on one easyto-use interface. ❑
For more information about
Cerebrum and Axon’s full range of
broadcast infrastructure products,
please visit www.axon.tv.
Geert-Jan Gussen is Marketing
Manager at Axon Digital Design.
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Mediacorp equips new media centre
As part of its move to the new
Mediacorp Campus, Singapore
terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp
required a way of connecting and
managing an extensive portfolio of
production equipment to spread
staff widely throughout the facility.
Three separate systems were
required in the news, studio and
media, and radio operations areas
to ensure “instant and flexible” access to equipment for operators.
To achieve this, Mediacorp chose a
keyboard, video and mouse (KVM)
switching system by IHSE.
In the news area, a fully redundant KVM system comprising two
Draco tera 160-port enterprise
switches, as well as redundant
variant CPU and CON units, provide
reliable and secure connectivity to a wide range of broadcast
equipment using a mixture of DVI,
DisplayPort, serial, analogue audio
and USB data transfer.
In the studio area, a similar
albeit smaller set-up, was created
with Draco tera 48-port compact
switches, while in the media ope
rations centre and radio studios,
an eight-port compact switch is
supplemented with several pointto-point KVM extenders. Connection to the switchers from points
around the facility is made using
Cat X or fibre cabling, depending
on the distance involved.
IHSE’s KVM system serves as
a core component in Mediacorp
Campus’ daily TV and radio production, Wang Yin, project manager at Mediacorp, told APB. He
continued: “The KVM system is

Left: The Lawo team
successfully installed a
number of Lawo solutions
at Mediacorp Campus,
including the VSM control
system, which provides the
overall control layer across
the facility.

Below: A KVM switching
system supplied by IHSE
provides Mediacorp with
the flexibility of assigning
any production studio to
any control room.

used for live productions for both
the studios and radio conties,
where the separation of the workstation from the working place is
required — with particular attention paid to the noise level it emits
and the central cooling benefits.”
According to Wang, one of the
key requirements of Mediacorp
Campus’ broadcast infrastructure
design is to allow flexibility of
assigning any production studio
to any control room. “With KVM,
we can achieve this by pooling all
workstations and servers in the
studio equipment room and have
KVM terminals at various locations
connecting to the same matrix.
This allows free assignment of any
workstation or server based on user
profiles,” he concluded.
Also providing support to
Mediacorp Campus is Lawo, who
provided five Lawo mc²56 audio
production consoles and an mc²36
audio console, one Nova73 HD

router, two Nova73 Compact core
routers, a large VSM (Virtual Studio
Manager) control system, as well as
other hardware.
Critically, the VSM (Viable System Model) provides the overall
control layer across the facility, and
when paired with Lawo systems,
provide DSN (Distributed Studio

Networking) and easy handling of
workflows in the studios.
The news editing area in
Mediac orp Campus comprises
four FlashCam positions covering
the four main languages spoken
in Singapore (Tamil, Malay, Chinese
and English), and is equipped with
Lawo A__mic8 audio-to-IP units

that support up to eight microphones and four return lines.
The TV production complex
comprises two studios — one
large and one medium-sized —
equipped with Lawo mc²56 audio
consoles. The large studio houses
an mc²56 with 64 faders, 16 line
I/Os and eight AES I/Os, eight
GPIOs as well as four Compact
I/O units.
The medium-sized studio houses an mc²56 with 48 faders, 16 line
I/Os, eight GPIOs and three Lawo
Compact I/O units. Each Compact
I/O provides 32 Mic/line in, 32 Line
outputs, eight AES I/Os and eight
GPIOs. Both mc²56 consoles are
accompanied by a Compact Core
with 270 DSP channels and three
Ravenna 4 port cards.
The signals from the mc²56
consoles are routed to a central
NOVA73 HD, each with 256-channel tieline capacity. The Nova73 HD
is located in the studio equipment
room and serves as the central
router for I/Os across all of the
studios while providing control of
signal distribution, and is equipped
with a redundant control system,
128 AES I/Os, and 16 MADI and 16
RAVENNA ports.
A Lawo V__pro8 is also used for
embedding/de-embedding audio
from HD/SDI signals, and is addressed from the router. Four MADI
links connect the Toggle Studio to
the Nova73 HD core — Toggle is
the Mediacorp Apps service that
streams additional content and
accompanying broadcasts such as
video-on-demand (VoD).

Verimatrix enhances data collection technology with acquisition
Verimatrix has acquired from
Genius Digital, a company providing audience analytics for TV, its
MiriMON technology as well as its
development team.
MiriMON, a client device data
collection technology, has already been integrated within the
Verimatrix Verspective Operator
Analytics solution suite and View
Right Ultra downloadable app
packages.
As part of Verspective, MiriMON
provides real-time service quality
and customer experience visibility
at the device level, besides feeding
the Verspective platform, which
provides competitive insight for
next-generation video services.
According to Verimatrix, the
acquisition enables a closer alignment with Verspective and its security foundations and full control
over the roadmaps for the core
data collection technology and
service dashboard displays.
Tom Munro, CEO of Verimatrix,
added: “This is a natural addition to
our Verspective Operator Analytics

solution, which offers subscriber
intelligence tools that emphasise
data security and integrity as a
foundation for actionable intelligence.
“We see the real-time client
data as a key piece to help our
customers gain a holistic picture of
how their services are performing
and how subscribers are interacting
with those services. We are excited
to advance our Verspective solution and reinforce our relationship
with Genius Digital.”
Verspective Operator Analytics
deploys a broad, “silo-busting”
approach to data collection for
today’s video operators, offering
connections to video-on-demand
(VoD) servers, content distribution networks (CDNs), and security and content management
solutions.
An especially important data
source in such systems, said
Verimatrix, is the instrumentation
of client devices themselves, which
provide a detailed view of live and
on-demand consumption, as well

❝[MiriMON] is a
natural addition to our
Verspective Operator
Analytics solution,
which offers subscriber
intelligence tools that
emphasise data security
and integrity as a
foundation for actionable
intelligence.❞
— Tom Munro,
CEO, Verimatrix
as subscriber/device interactions.
The Verspective client data collection technology, at the heart of
this acquisition, enables a secure
source of return path data for
both linear and adaptive bitrate
(ABR) services to a scalable data
collection resource that can either
be cloud-based, virtualised or
server-hosted.

Combining all this data yields
viewer insights that can help ope
rators reduce subscriber churn and
create new revenue streams.
As part of the acquisition,
the companies will also work to
expand the applications of Genius
Digital’s insight and analytics services, enabling both data-driven
subscriber analytics and enhanced

advertising services.
Tom Weiss, CEO of Genius
Digital, concluded: “We are convinced that data security will be key
to enabling the data-driven pay-TV
operator and we are delighted that
our data collection technology
will continue to be integrated as
part of the Verspective Operator
Analytics suite.”
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Teleport continues
matrix for global
Cambridge Electronics
Industries supports
Belden’s 4K cable

Flexibility, scalability and agility are some of the key functions modern
teleports are expected to deliver today. As the satellite industry continues
to re-invent itself, what are the key roles that teleports can play?
Shawn Liew reports.

Cambridge Electronics Industries has
introduced a series of 12G-SDI BNC
connectors under the CoaxVision brand.
The new connectors, said the company,
will maximise the speed and performance
of Belden’s 4794R 4K co-axial cable for
applications in digital camera and 4K/UHD
TV. Stephen Smith, managing director,
Cambridge Electronic Industries, said: “Our
connectors are built to match the data
throughput and reliability of the Belden
4794R cable, and together with the cables,
they provide a single channel that will
achieve the very high frame rates required
for UHD and 4K video productions, over
greater distances.”

AsiaSat and Globecast
deliver RTR-Planeta
AsiaSat and Globecast have reached an
agreement to deliver the RTR-Planeta
Asia channel to viewers via the AsiaSat 5
satellite. Vladimir Zhdanov, senior legal
advisor, media at RTR-Planeta, explained:
“With the sheer volume of programming
we offer, we need technology partners that
deliver faultless services, and there is no
better choice for this project than Globecast
and AsiaSat. Through our partnership with
them, we can now deliver our content
further across Asia, without hassle or worry.“
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Slovenian teleport operator STN was built with an infrastructure that enables it to evolve and integrate new technologies. This approach allows
STN to offer current and potential clients premium media solutions and added value options to enhance their services today or into the future.

L

ive production in the IP domain has been
given another shot in the arm by Telstra’s
launch of its Distributed Production
Network (DPN), an end-to-end IP network custom-built for the media industry.
Trevor Boal, head of Telstra Broadcast
Services, Telstra, tells APB: “DPN enables
professional media customers to produce
live broadcasts from a remote venue or
event by sending multiple raw camera
feeds, audio, graphics, production communications and equipment control
signals over our network to centralised
production hubs.”
For example, Telstra’s DPN is providing the network capability to deliver a new
outside broadcast (OB) model for Fox
Sports by connecting 29 stadiums across
regional and metro Australia to remote
production hubs located in Syndey and
Melbourne.
Complimenting the DPN offering is
Telstra’s Global Media Network (GMN),
which provides broadcasters and content
creators the ability to take their content
global by combining Telstra’s global network and infrastructure. Boal adds: “The
GMN hub is a state-of-the-art broadcast
operations centre in Sydney that provides

simple and efficient global delivery of
live, linear and file-based video content
across Telstra’s high-capacity submarine fibre cable network, four teleports
and access to more than 40 satellites
covering strategic media hubs across
Asia, Europe, the US and Australia.”
He also observes how Telstra
customers are now expecting fast,
economical and global connectivity
“all the time”. To meet this demand,
Telstra provides uplink and downlink
services through its teleports, which
are connected to its global terrestrial
network. “Our teleports can support
DVB formats and operate in both
contribution and distribution (directto-home) modes,” Boal says.
The way in which people consume
content has seen a paradigm shift in
recent years, observes Tomaz Lovsin,
CTO of STN, a Slovenian teleport
operator. “While satellite is associated
with linear broadcast, today’s viewers
expect to be able to watch their favourite shows, movies or events whenever it
suits them and not just when the programme airs. The viewer has become
the final editor and is no longer bound

to linear TV schedules or to traditional
TV screens,” he points out.
This goes a long way to explain why
STN was built with an infrastructure
that enables it to evolve and integrate
new technologies. This approach, says
Lovsin, allows STN to offer current
and potential clients premium media
solutions and added value options to
enhance their services today or into
the future.
He cites the example where STN
is aiming to make it much simpler
for its clients to take full advantage of
over-the-top’s (OTT) commercial possibilities by adding it to their service
portfolio. As for 4K/Ultra HD (UHD),
STN has successfully tested and
performed a live 4K/UHD transmission encoded in HEVC/H.265 using
a software-based, GPU-accelerated
real-time video and audio encoding
solution.
“Although the demand for 4K/
UHD has not yet materialised in the
mainstream market, this may well
soon change, and we are prepared for
it when it happens,” Lovsin explains.
The modern teleport has a key role
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to provide key connectivity
audiences
in providing the next generation
of services that can be delivered
by satellite, and the equipment
used needs to be flexible and effi
cient, emphasises Thomas Van
den Driessche, CEO of Newtec,
a ground segment technology
provider.
Connectivity is crucial to tele
ports, he continues. “To deliver the
services that satellite technology
can provide, teleports need to be
connected to high-speed fibre,
with gigabit connectivity to the
Internet and other services, in or
der to fulfil its role in the network
infrastructure.
“Alongside this, the teleport
needs to work hand-in-hand with
data-centre infrastructure and the
cloud, and to embrace this archi
tecture to provide cloud-based
services to their customers.”
The need to operate and host
modern applications in a costeffective way is also driving the
industry towards high through
put satellites (HTS) and spot
beam operation, Driessche notes.
Because HTS require multiple
teleports to handle the increased

capacity, operators need to be
able to cooperate with or act as an
infrastructure provider to HTS
satellite operators, he advises.
“A modern teleport will need to
accommodate for changes by
providing ultimate flexibility and
scalability through platforms such
as Newtec Dialog, which can be
‘plugged into’ to avoid unnecessary
duplication of equipment.”
The satellite industry is contin
ually in a process of re-invention
through HTS, small satellites and
an array of new applications, con
curs STN’s Lovsin.
“We are living in an era where
technology is advancing rapidly
— almost on a daily basis, and the
satellite, teleport and broadcast
ing industries are no exception,”
he says. “One thing is for sure,
technology will continue to move
at this blistering speed.” Lovsin
urges all teleport operators to be
prepared for a future where Ka
band eventually becomes satu
rated, taking the industry instead
to new frequency bands such as Q
and V bands.
And STN is convinced of the

❝To deliver the services that satellite
technology can provide, teleports need to be
connected to high-speed fibre, with gigabit
connectivity to the Internet and other services,
in order to fulfil its role in the network
infrastructure.❞
— Thomas Van den Driessche, CEO, Newtec

role teleport will continue to play
as the industry evolves, as Lovsin
describes: “While the traditional
broadcast market may be satu
rated, the Internet of Things (IoT)
is still in its infancy. Couple this
with an insatiable demand for
bandwidth in mobility and other
areas, and you be assured that the
teleport is far from extinction.”
Telstra, meanwhile, believes
that the “widespread” move to IP
and the adoption of virtualisation
and the cloud, coupled with evolv
ing viewer demands, is rapidly
changing the broadcast and media
industry.
“To address this, our strategy
involves creating signature cus
tomer experiences, rather than just
products,” explains Telstra’s Boal.
“This includes our investments in
Telstra Broadcast Services, which
brings together a dedicated team
of media industry professionals,
high performance media net
works, online video and cloud
platforms, among other offerings,
to give our customers a seamless
broadcast experience.”
And as broadcast content
evolves to a stage where content
providers and owners can deliver
more content than ever before,
Telstra’s teleport network is in a
state of continual evolution with
the co-location of major Telstra
GMN hubs integrating traditional
satellite connectivity with IP and
media cloud services.
“The Telstra GMN is also
geared to provide end-to-end
customer media delivery services
through a seamless blend of tra
ditional and contribution IP and
OTT distribution technologies.
As a teleport operator, we want to
ensure that we offer fast, resilient
connectivity to our customers to
give them the best user experi
ence,” Boal concludes.
Broadcast applications can
typically be split into two sec
tions: content distribution and
content contribution, says Hans
Massart, marketing director,
broadcast, Newtec. The distinction
to be made is, whereas distribution
channels are “very stable” for an
extended period of time, contribu
tion of channels may have a very
occasional nature, for example,
in newsgathering or coverage of
live events.
Massart elaborates: “For distri
bution of services, efficiency and

❝As broadcast content evolves to a stage
where content providers and owners can
deliver more content than ever before, Telstra’s
teleport network is in a state of continual
evolution.❞
— Trevor Boal,
Head of Telstra Broadcast Services, Telstra
availability are the key factors. In
this application, providing consist
ent availability while squeezing
more channels into a space seg
ment that is either remaining the
same size or getting smaller is the
top priority, and this will become
even more important as the adop
tion of 4K/UHD places further
strain on OPEX.”
Newtec thus is helping teleport
operators to allow their customers,
such as direct-to-home (DTH)
operators, to deploy solutions that
address these challenges for both,
an existing base of set-top boxes
and those capable of handling 4K/
UHD content. More programmes,
says Massart, may also mean that
equipment needs to become dens
er and be able to work effectively
at low power.
Newsgathering, as well as
sports and events coverage, will
also benefit from more effective
use of the space segment, he
suggests. “For these applications,
space segment must be avail
able when required, but unused
space segment is very expensive.
Contribution is no longer simply

Newsgathering, as
well as sports and
events coverage, will
also benefit from
more effective use of
the space segment

about providing live video — it
is about providing the crew an
environment at a remote site that
replicates a studio, which requires
an all-IP bidirectional pipe that
can provide sizeable and reliable
bandwidth.”
IP satellite services therefore
can be very cost-effective and be
the “best option” when terrestrial
connections are unable to provide
the required Quality of Service
(QoS), says Massart.
And Newtec believes that
modern teleports have the op
portunity to lead the migration
to all-IP, where business mod
els move from MHz-based to
Mbps, pay-as-you-go packages.
“Platforms like Newtec Dialog
can accommodate for these occa
sional-use operations by providing
tools to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of operations
while remaining compatible with
an existing teleport ecosystem,”
Massart advocates.
But perhaps there is one qual
ity above all others that teleport
operators need to acquire. “As the
needs of the market evolve, it is
important that teleports are agile
enough to follow,” says Massart.
“The requirements of operators
and service providers are likely
to develop rapidly in the coming
years and Newtec’s flexible, scal
able and efficient solutions can
help prepare them for whatever
comes next.”
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50 years on from
the first live
international
video broadcast
by peter ostapiuk

In an era when you can send a video
of your cat around the globe in the
blink of an eye, it seems quaint to
recall that just 50 years ago, Intelsat
satellites carried the first-ever live
international video broadcast, the
TV special Our World.
The two-and-a-half-hour programme, ran on 25 June 1967, was
coordinated out of the BBC control
room in London and featured live
feeds from 14 different countries in succession moving West
around the globe. The programme
concluded back in London with
the premiere performance of the
Beatles singing All You Need Is Love,
backed by a chorus of more than a
dozen other musical stars.
One of the refrains in the song
is: “It’s easy.” But a look back at
the event reminds us that it was
anything but!
The programme, conceived by
BBC producer Aubrey Singer, was
10 months in the planning and ulti
mately required the participation
of around 10,000 technicians, pro-

ducers and interpreters. Broadcasters in the participating countries
received the live black-and-white
video feed using Intelsat 1, known
as ‘Early Bird’ because it was the
first Intelsat satellite; Intelsat II
F2, called ‘Lani Bird’; Intelsat II F3,
‘Canar y Bird’; and NASA’s ATS-1.
The positioning of the four
satellites provided complete
global coverage, allowing the
programme to be broadcast in 24
countries with interpreters providing voiceover in 22 different
languages.
The producers who put the
show together faced technical
obstacles that are hard to imagine
today, given how far satellite and
broadcasting technology have
progressed in those five decades.
One was that Early Bird could
only transmit two TV channels at
a time — one from the Americas
to Europe and the other from Europe to the Americas. No company
had ever coordinated a broadcast
using multiple satellites, and the
timing had to be precise when
the live action broadcast shifted

Prysmian Group
addresses global
optical cabling needs
with new investment
The Prysmian Group has inaugurated its new optical
cable plant in Slatina, Romania, said to the largest of
its kind in Europe.
The new Slatina plant, said the company, is also
part of a three-year, €250-million (US$286-million)
investment plan aimed at improving the Prysmian’s
production capacity and capabilities worldwide, and
to meet the growing demand for optical cables for
the deployment of new high-speed telecom networks.
Philippe Vanhille, SVP, telecom business, Prysmian
Group, elaborated: “The digital transformation goes
through the development of new broadband and
ultra-broadband fibre-optic telecommunication networks and only the fibre can provide the necessary
speed and reliability.
“These strategic infrastructures must be based on
a high quality and designed to provide high performance over time so as to be ready for the services of
the future like 5G, smart cities, smart transportation,
and smart homes.”
The Prysmian Group’s continuing investments involve optical fibre and cable facilities in Italy, France,
the Netherlands, North and South America, together
with new plants in Slatina, Romania, Presov, Slovak
Republic and Durango, Mexico.

Intelsat’s first satellite, also known as ‘Early Bird’, carried the TV special Our World, the first-ever live international video
broadcast, 50 years ago.

from one location to the other as
it moved from country to country.
While satellites had previously
been used to broadcast feeds over
wide regions, the Our World programme demonstrated for the first
time that it was possible to arrange
a global broadcast with multiple
satellites and multiple control
centres thousands of miles apart.
Satellite and broadcast technology has advanced exponentially
since the Our World project, which
was transmitted using analogue

broadcast technology. Today, the
use of digital technology is ubiquitous and most content is produced
in high definition.
Each year, events of global significance from national elections to
breaking news in regions of conflict
as well as fun events such as the
Super Bowl, the Miss America
pageant, the Olympics and the
Academy Awards are broadcast
globally using an array of satellites
and fibre.
It is remarkable to think of how

far we have come: Early Bird only
carried two TV channels. Today,
our satellites carry more than
5,000 channels for broadcasters all
around ‘our world’.
The legacy of the broadcast
is that it showed the power of
television to create a truly “global
village”, with millions of people
around the world experiencing an
event simultaneously.
Peter Ostapiuk is Head of Media
Product Services at Intelsat.

Cordillera turns to GatesAir
for TV spectrum repack
US-based TV station group Cordillera Communications has selected GatesAir transmission equipment and services for three of its
local stations that must relocate their UHF
channels in accordance with the US Federal
Communications Commission’s (FCC) spectrum repack transition schedule.
The affected Cordillera stations include:
WLEX-DT, the NBC affiliate in Lexington,
Kentucky; KOAA-DT, the NBC affiliate serving the Pueblo/Colorado Springs, Colorado
market; and KAJJ-CD, a low-power TV station in Kalispell, Montana.
Careful strategising is particularly key
for WLEX, which shares a broadcast antenna
with WTVQ, the local ABC affiliate owned by
Morris Multimedia. During the initial DTV
transition, the stations decided to share
an antenna with a combiner because they
operate on adjacent RF channels. Branded
Channel 18, WLEX actually transmits on
Channel 39, while WTVQ transmits on
Channel 40.
The challenge is that WLEX must relocate
its UHF channel in Phase 8 of the FCC transition plan, which spans from 18 January to
13 March 2020; while WTVQ moves sooner
in Phase 6, which will happen between 7
September and 18 October 2019.

The two stations are looking to continue
with the same configuration — separate
transmitters but a shared antenna on a
single tower — following the repack period.
Sean Franklin, VP of engineering and
technology for Cordillera Communications, explained: “The biggest challenge for
us — and other impacted stations — is to
maintain uninterrupted over-the-air service.
As we want to switch to the new antenna at
the same time, the Morris station is looking
into petitioning the commission to move its
channel in Phase 8 instead of 6.
“We’re also looking into putting up an
interim antenna to keep our signal on the
air until we can make a clean switch to the
permanent antenna. GatesAir has been a
valuable resource in weighing our options.”
For the long-term GatesAir transmitter customer, the latest decision to choose
GatesA ir’s Maxiva transmitters and XTE
exciters is that these systems are ATSC
3.0-ready, which is on Cordillera’s future
roadmap, Franklin revealed.
When the group finally decides that the
time is right to begin broadcasting in ATSC
3.0, the latest GatesAir Maxiva transmitters
and XTE exciters can become fully ATSC 3.0
operational with a simple field upgrade.

A long-term GatesAir
transmitter customer, Cordillera
Communications has chosen
GatesAir Maxiva transmitters and
XTE exciters in anticipation of the
TV spectrum repack in the US.
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Clear-Com connects
Auxiliary Channel’s
production truck
Broadcast Solutions has delivered a new HD OB van to Slovakian TV network
Televízia Markíza.

Televízia Markíza
completes transition to
HD with new OB van
To mark its full transition to HD,
Slovakian TV network Televízia
Markíza commissioned its new HD
outside broadcast (OB) van in May
this year.
Based on Broadcast Solutions’
Alphaline A12 model, the new
OB van can work in productions
with up to 16 cameras. Alphaline
is a variant of Broadcast Solutions’
family of Streamline OB vans, of
which more than 40 units are
operating globally.
Working with Slovakian systems integrator Elektonika, Broadcast Solutions provided Televízia
Markíza with a universal OB van
equipped with a number of technical solutions from Grass Valley,
Riedel, Canon, Lawo and Tektronix,
among others.
Describing the OB van as “being able to handle a large variety
of productions”, Broadcast Solutions also highlighted how Riedel’s
MediorNet system is being used as

a decentralised signal routing and
communications backbone.
Matthias Settele, general dir
ector at Televízia Markíza, said: “The
OB van was the missing link to complete our conversion to HD and is
a major step to increase our viewer
base — for instance, with our own
productions such as Let’s Dance.
“The OB van also gives us the
flexibility to produce different
kinds of events, which makes the
company more independent.”
The new OB van can be used in
productions of varying sizes — from
large 16-camera set-ups to smaller
productions, and also works as a
backup and disaster recovery solution for Televízia Markíza’s studios.
Calling the OB van “the best
solution on the market”, Zdenko
Ryšavý, technical director, Televízia
Markíza, concluded: “Our main
goals [with the OB van] are to have
a tool for disaster recovery and to
use it for double productions.”

Having leashed its 28-inch broadcast-grade trailer to over-the-top
(OTT) subscription skateboarding
network ETN Live, media production company Auxiliary Channel
decided to equip it with intercoms
solutions from Clear-Com.
The multi-camera production
truck is equipped with a ClearCom Eclipse HX-Delta 32-port with
four available frame card slots for
extending the matrix’s intercom
capabilities. The HX-Delta is loaded
with a 64-channel E-MADI (Multiple Audio Digital Interface) card,
an E-QUE-HX card for integrating
FreeSpeak II 1.9GHz wireless beltpacks, and up to a dozen V-Series
user interface panels to access and
switch between the HX-Delta’s
intercom channels.
Auxiliary Channel also purchased four FreeSpeak II antenna
transceiver modules and 10 FreeSpeak II wireless beltpacks for use
with the HX-Delta system.
Said to be the world’s “first paid
skateboarding OTT network”, ETN
Live offers a wide range of quality
skateboarding-themed programming to a youth-focused audience.
Some of its content is shot at the
company’s own indoor skateboarding park or outside on its property.
This includes not only competitive
and extreme boarding shows, but
also reality, gaming and comedy
programmes, all tied to the skate-

Auxiliary Channel’s production truck is equipped with Clear-Com intercom solutions
as the media production company continues to create compelling skateboarding
content for ETN Live.

boarding theme. ETN Live also covers skateboarding events around
the globe — either by dispatching
the Auxiliary Channel truck, or
pulling production elements from
the truck and sending them with
camera teams on the road.
With the high-quality video required for paid, streamed content,
an intercom system that keeps
everyone connected at all times is
crucial, suggested Brian Reardon,
owner and founder of Auxiliary
Channel, whose production truck
went live in mid-2016.
He continued: “I wish that all
the equipment we employ was as
reliable and consistent to work with
as our Eclipse HX-Delta intercom
system. We can count on hearing
our people wherever they may be

during a production.
“The 64-channel E-MADI card
has so much capacity that it serves
as the backbone for our truck’s
audio system. Virtually everything
we need is carried through the
E-MADI card to the audio console
and the router.”
Reardon also cited the FreeSpeak II beltpacks’ 18-hour rechargeable battery life, and the
system’s ability to support up to
five programmable channels per
beltpack (each labelled with its own
10 LCD character label) as being
“very useful” features.
“Overall, the Clear-Com intercom system has been a very good
investment, and it helps us deliver
the calibre of skateboarding content
that ETN Live wants,” he concluded.

DigitalGlue builds production workflow for Sneaky Big Studios
Inaugurated last August, Sneaky
Big Studios is a US-based, 15,000sqf
facility featuring a number of “technologically advanced” production
and post-production studios.
Designed from the ground up
as a fully integrated facility, Sneaky
Big Studios’ production workflow
was designed by systems integrator
and software developer DigitalGlue
around a network of Barnfind Technologies’ fibre-signal transport
solutions. All video equipment
is connected with fibre for faster
processing, and all signals coming
in or out of a specific room can be

Sneaky Big Studios’ production workflow
was designed by systems integrator and
software developer DigitalGlue around a
network of Barnfind Technologies’ fibresignal transport solutions.

multiplexed and sent over a single
fibre strand to the central equipment room.
From there, a built-in 288 x 576
capable router sends the signals

to their destination, providing an
additional measure of workflow
flexibility. The future-proof platform allows each room in the
facility to be customised according

to its current needs, and upgraded
as technology evolves by simply
swapping out SFPs.
A 4,000sqf production stage,
designed for multi-camera and
live TV shots, commercial production, as well as music and training
videos, features virtual reality (VR)
capabilities and immersive graphics via a VIZRT Virtual Studio. 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) cameras from Sony

and Canon support both studio
and field work, while Sony F55 4K/
UHD cameras are supported on
Vinten robotic pedestals for live
production.
An eight-operator production
control room outfitted with a 4K/
UHD full monitor wall, Grass Valley
Karrera 4M/E K-Frame video production centre switcher and Grass
Valley NVision 8280 router also
allow Sneaky Big Studios to work in
large-scale, multi-camera live productions. Connections to mobile or
satellite trucks are also available for
extra capabilities.

Kiel Week Regatta sets sails with Vislink solutions for live stream broadcast
An annual sailing event, Kiel Week Regatta,
brings together close to 5,000 sailors, 2,000
ships and approximately three million
visitors to Kiel, the capital of SchleswigHolstein, Germany.
For this year’s edition, which ran from
June 17-25, xG Technology’s Vislink business provided wireless camera transmission capabilities to support the live stream

broadcast of the event.
The project called for the deployment
of a new watercraft-based wireless transmission system to feed into the live stream
broadcast. Thus, Sales Cube, Vislink’s official
reseller in Germany, worked with the latter
to specify an equipment list that would
enable reliable ship-to-shore live transmission of footage while minimising power

consumption and payload.
Among the Vislink equipment deployed
was a next-generation, highly customisable wireless camera transmission system
capable of supporting the dynamic action
of live sporting events, as well as a suite of
diversity receivers and decoders targeted
at compact wireless camera and microwave
link use.

George Schmitt, executive chairman and
CEO of xG Technology, concluded: “IMT and
Vislink solutions remain the trusted choice
of broadcast professionals for capturing
unique views and transmitting action from
iconic events and locations. High-profile
events like the Kiel Week demand the performance, range, reliability and flexibility
that our systems provide.”
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Utah Scientific routes
the way to IP with
Arista Networks

The Leyard LED MultiTouch is a new
interactive LED video wall developed by
Leyard. Designed for narrow pixel pitch LED
video walls, the Leyard LED MultiTouch is
available in 0.9mm and 1.2mm pixel pitches.
Using Leyard PLTS (Pliable LED Touch
Surface) technology, the solution is able to
provide a 32-point simultaneous interactive
surface for a dynamic multi-user experience.
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Technologies are emerging to bridge the gap between broadcasters
and their audiences, who are increasingly sharing their lifestyles and
media experiences with other users of social media platforms. How are
broadcasters and content producers approaching each of these individual
platforms differently? Josephine Tan finds some answers …
emember the time when American Idol
first started? Millions of fans were fixated
on their TV screens, with their phones
and computers by their side. In order
to get their favourite contestant into the
next round, they were vigorously voting
through telephone lines, Internet and SMS
texts. That was in 2002, when the phenomenal reality singing competition ushered in
second-screen audience participation with
the introduction of text-based and mobile
voting, creating a point of interaction between the broadcaster and the audience.
While broadcasting may have led the
interactive content wave for more than
a decade, many of these interactions are
being migrated to social media platforms
such as Twitter, the World Economic Forum pointed out in its white paper, Digital
Transformation of Industries: Media, Entertainment and Information.
The ubiquity of social media and
smartphones, according to the 2016
report, empowers content creators with
“greater power” to create new storylines,
and with improved connectivity, data
collection and analytics, content creators
are able to take advantage of this to harness their audiences’ ideas when creating
shows. The report also revealed that enabling audiences to interact with content
creators has the potential to build more
loyalty and engagement with the content
— particularly if second-screen support
for an interactive, community-based experience can be designed.
There is a need for media operators to
establish a connection with their viewers
in order to retain them on their platform,
as viewers can be loyal to a platform if
they feel included, or if they know that the
operator is responding from the other end,
says Marini Ramlan, general manager,
innovation and distribution, Primeworks
Studios, the content subsidiary of Media
Prima.
Interactive TV requires the viewer’s
participation to influence the outcome of
the main content, Marini tells APB. “As
for social TV, it means that the viewer is
commenting and discussing the content
on social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. Sometimes,
content creators like us will create special
content surrounding the main programme

designed to engage with
its communities.”
For instance, Primeworks Studios and Wau Animation have created two game
apps for the Malaysian animated
series Ejen Ali. Available for download on Android and iOS devices,
the two games — Ejen Ali: MATA
Training Academy and Ejen Ali:
Emergency — are designed for
users to play independently
without the need to correspond
with the actual animated series
aired on TV.
Marini explains: “Ejen Ali is the
first animation series to be produced
as the intellectual property (IP) of
Media Prima. We developed
the games to build our IP
and create market awareness.
The games also enable us to
evaluate the interaction level
among our targeted viewers
aged between nine and 12.”
In the early stages of the series
roll-out, she reveals that an experiment was conducted to test
the interactivity of cross-media.
She elaborates: “The format was
simple — during telecast, we ran
TV bugs that displayed special codes,
which can be used to unlock levels in
the Ejen Ali game. However, the results
were not too encouraging as we found
that we needed a high frequency of
on-screen graphic logos and promotions to encourage engagement. We
also learnt that people who are playing
our games are older compared to the
children watching the series on our
free-to-air (FTA) platforms.”
To better understand its audiences, Primeworks Studios has shifted
its concentration onto building the
Ejen Ali community on social media
platforms, and has been producing
different types of content to suit each
platform. “We have created Instagram
Art for our global fans, YouTube
tutorials for the communities, and
episode reviews for our older fans on
Facebook,” Marini says. “These kinds
of special content helps keep Ejen Ali
appealing for both ourselves as IP
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Leyard unveils interactive
LED video wall
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Paving the way to IP broadcasting is Utah
Scientic, who has been developing nextgeneration solutions that integrate its
advanced hybrid router technology with
Arista Networks’ switching platform, to
ease broadcasters’ migration to IP-based
operations. Affirming the company’s
commitment in supporting broadcasters’
SDI workflows while ushering them into
IP operations, Scott Barella, CTO for Utah
Scientific, added that the partnership
with Arista Networks “makes a formidable
team to prove the hybrid SDI-IP model
completely, and develop router-switcher
solutions”.
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To
create
market
awareness for
animated series Ejen
Ali, Primeworks Studios
and Wau Animation
have developed two game
apps — Ejen Ali: MATA
Training Ground and Ejen
Ali: Emergency — enabling
the producers to evaluate the
interaction level among its
targeted viewers aged between
nine and 12.

owners, as well as the audiences, and
we will continue to engage with them
through these platforms as we feel that
they are more likely to stay with us if we
continue keeping them engaged.”
Dr Ahmad Zaki Mohd Salleh, group
general manager, engineering, Media
Prima, agrees with Marini’s point on the
importance in establishing a connection
with the viewers, and elaborates: “Viewers are becoming more discerning when
it comes to media consumption. Lifestyle and affluence are changing viewers’
demands; thus, understanding them is
imperative in order to be able to cater
for these individuals’ requirements.”
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on their traditional revenue base.
He continues: “The strategic acquisition of Rev Asia Holdings
demonstrates our commitment
to capitalising on the growing demands for digital content among
consumers by expanding our reach
and further enhancing the group’s
competencies in digital content
marketing, digital content curation
and digital native marketing ads.
“The acquisition is expected
to result in the growth of revenue
contributions from Media Prima’s
digital platform exponentially
while expanding our reach and
platforms further. With this acquisition, Media Prima will also be
one of the fully integrated media
companies, and one of the largest
digital publishers in this region.”
Since 2016, Media Prima has
launched several key initiatives to
capitalise on the growing demand

❝Viewers are becoming
more discerning when
it comes to media
consumption. Lifestyle and
affluence are changing
viewers’ demands; thus,
understanding them
is imperative in order
to be able to cater for these individuals’
requirements.❞
— Dr Ahmad Zaki Mohd Salleh,
Group General Manager, Engineering, Media Prima

of digital services and online commerce among Malaysian consumers. Through the group’s media
platforms, these initiatives include
the launch of CJ Wow Shop, a
home-shopping network which integrates TV and online, and Super
Deals, a platform that combines
e-commerce and radio.
Furthermore, Media Prima has
also enhanced tonton, its over-thetop (OTT) subscriber-based video
streaming service.
Dr Zaki concludes: “It’s no secret that all media companies have
to move into the digital landscape.
With the declining print circulation and Adex revenue for linear
TV, moving to digital is no longer
a choice but a necessity. With the
extended reach, Media Prima shall
integrate most of its current OTT
services, online portals and other
new services yet to be offered.”
For Vietnam Digital Television
(VTC), the company has been
focusing on engaging its audiences via social media platforms
such as Facebook and YouTube.
“Although VTC is a national
broadcaster, we still have some of
our content available on our social
media platforms in order to cater
to younger audiences. Through
these channels, we want to attract
our viewers back to watching the
programmes on their TV sets as it
provides them with a better viewing experience,” Phan Tien Dung,
CTO at VTC, explains.
Due to the explosion of media
and information brought forth by

While mobile viewing continues to rise, it is also important for broadcasters
and service providers to understand what their viewers are discussing about the
content in the digital space, in order to respond timely and interact with them.

the Internet of Things (IoT), each
viewer has now developed their
own genre of interest, and their
preferred platform in obtaining
the information they require. Phan
elaborates: “Instead of watching
and listening from only one broadcaster traditionally, viewers today
are able to verify the sources of
information from the Internet. For
instance, some viewers are watching the TV programme while finding more information relating to
that programme. Hence, we have
to provide them with as much
necessary information as possible
in order to retain them on our
channels.”
As for HO O Q, an OT T
streaming service founded in
2015, it launched its Facebook
page in November 2016, and has
accumulated more than 1.4 million of followers to date. Audience
engagement is a “large part” of any
video service and there is no one
silver bullet but a myriad of tools
that help deliver on a success-

The story is now in your hands
Netflix is continuing to push the boundaries
of storytelling with the launch of its first
interactive short film Puss in Book: Trapped
in an Epic Tale. With this interactive storytelling approach, Netflix is placing viewers in
control of how the story unfolds, as viewers
are able to select from branching decision
paths and choose what happens next.
Carla Engelbrecht Fisher, director of
product innovation at Netflix, told APB:
“There is something fascinating about giving the viewer agency in the storytelling,
and the connection they can feel with the
characters. Our team’s mission is to innovate on our product and help move Netflix
forward, so there was certainly a predisposition to start thinking about what else we
could do, and what other kinds of stories
we could tell.”
Consumer control is already something
that the company has been providing in
terms of accessing video content anytime,
anywhere, and across any device. However,
this approach of interactive storytelling
adds another dimension — users can now

control the direction a story will take.
“Approaching branching narrative is
almost like inventing a new way of building
a show,” said Fisher. “The incubation process
was longer than a standard linear episode
from the series in order to allow it to iterate
on the story, and story development took
longer to fine-tune because of the many
choice points. The creators wanted each
choice to feel equally weighted so there
were no easy decisions.”
Prior to the launch of Puss in Book:
Trapped in an Epic Tale, the company
conducted extensive research, collecting
qualitative data to better understand if
the concept of interactive storytelling is
something viewers will like, Fisher revealed.
“We’ve received positive feedback. For instance, parents like the fact that their child
has the ability to make decisions, and take
a seat in the director’s chair. Hence, we’re
eager to learn how our members will engage with the experience.”
Puss in Book: Trapped in an Epic Tale
is a children animation programme that

Netflix made with DreamWorks Animation. In this interactive episode, viewers
have to use their device controller to make
a series of choices — there are a total of
13 choices available, with the possibility of
two endings.
Fisher continued: “We have kids who
are already interacting with everything as
though it should be responding to them —
touching, talking and swiping at screens.
Also, content creators have a desire to tell
non-linear stories like these in a new and
different way. So we put all these things
together and started on this adventure, and
we were particularly interested in this idea
of the view driving a story.”
In addition to Puss in Book, Netflix has
also launched a second interactive episode
Buddy Thunderstruck: The Maybe Pile. Its
third branching narrative adventure, Stretch
Armstrong: The Breakout, is set to debut
next year. At launch, these children titles are
available on TV as well as iOS devices, but
Netflix will evaluate bringing the experience
to more devices in the future.

ful engagement matrix, declares
Allison Chew, head of brand and
communications at HOOQ.
Separating the focus into two
areas — personal engagement
and social engagement — she
explains that the key in personal
engagement is keeping a “constant
dialogue”. This, according to Chew,
can be carried out in the forms of
customer relationship management (CRM), push notifications,
in-app recommendations and
social media, when introducing
new or curated titles to the viewers while providing them another
reason to engage with the service.
She concludes: “On social engagement, it is a wider reach with
both subscribers and potential
subscribers. It is key to encourage
engagement, and in order to do
so, it needs to be topical, relevant,
and provide a potential viewpoint
from the audience where they are
nudged into engaging with the
topic, and finally form interest in
your products.”
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To expand its digital content
and digital media platforms, Media Prima has recently announced
the acquisition of Rev Asia Holdings, a Malaysia-headquartered
digital media group, by the group’s
wholly-owned subsidiary, Media
Prima Digital. The RM105-million (US$24.46-million) acquisition will see the group’s digital
platform audience reaching up to
10.4 million, according to Media
Prima, thus establishing Media
Prima as the third-largest digital
media company in Malaysia after
Goggle and Facebook with 15.7
million and 14.1 million respectively.
Mohamad Ariff Ibrahim,
group CFO of Media Prima,
comments that the acquisition “is
timely” as the group has embarked
aggressively on digital-based
initiatives to reduce dependency
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Your adventure, your choice. Netflix is
placing viewers in the director’s seat with the
introduction of an interactive storytelling
approach, which is now available in children’s
animation programmes Puss in Book: Trapped
in an Epic Tale, and Buddy Thunderstruck: The
Maybe Pile.

Fisher concluded: “Children’s programming was a natural place to start as kids
hunger for the ability to interact with their
favourite characters, and are already naturally engaging with screens. And the technology and device ecosystem is in a place
now where we can support this at scale.
“The intention is to learn and see what
our members like and how they’re interacting with it. It’s really about finding the right
stories and the right storytellers that can
tell these complex narratives in a compelling way.”
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Amagi’s cloud-based platform allows
Dim Sum TV to scale rapidly in SE Asia
by sidney ho

For the past several years, Dim Sum
TV, a Hong Kong-based Cantonese
satellite TV channel, had been using a traditional managed playout
service to handle its entire playout
workflow. As the channel began
to scale up, it found the existing
solution both cumbersome and
unsophisticated.
For example, it was not possible
to discern any errors in schedule
or failing assets using a single
dashboard. This severely strained
operations as each activity had
to be manually performed with a
limited, consolidated view of the
actual status of the feed at any
given point.
To successfully expand operations without being restrained by
these limitations, Dim Sum TV

began the hunt for a new playout
solution that was not only more
scalable, but also technically advanced enough to handle dynamic
graphics and complex playout.
The goal was to make the
broadcast operation agile and
sophisticated enough to launch
additional feeds in new regions
both rapidly and economically, and
with a better viewing experience
for its audience.
Eventually, Dim Sum TV chose
Amagi CLOUDPORT, a cloud-based
platform that allows Dim Sum TV
to run and control its broadcast
operations round-the-clock, and
from any remote location.
Using CLOUDPORT, Dim Sum
TV can support its entire playout
workflow, from content ingest and
preparation, storage and archival,
and playlist management and

scheduling to graphics insertion,
cloud playout and delivery — all
in an automated, secure fashion.
As CLOUDPORT supports edge
playout, Dim Sum TV operators can
now move all content to the cloud,
including playlists and dynamic
graphics, and then securely push
the content from the cloud to
the server at the teleport or other
headend.
The edge server plays featurerich graphics, audio and video from
Dim Sum TV’s playlist, resulting in
a world-class entertainment experience for viewers. Dim Sum TV
also has full, real-time access and
control over what is being played
on the device and managed on
the cloud simply by logging in to
a Web-based user interface.
Dim Sum TV’s first deployment of the new solution was for

delivery to the APSTAR teleport in
Hong Kong, where a CLOUDPORT
server was installed to play out the
content pushed from the cloud.
This played-out content located at
the edge server was then uplinked
to a satellite for distribution to a
viewing audience in Hong Kong.
Based on the success of the
teleport deployment, Dim Sum TV
is now using CLOUDPORT to deliver content directly to a terrestrial
headend in South-east Asia, from
which it is distributed to viewers.
By replacing its old playout
service with Amagi CLOUDPORT,
Dim Sum TV can potentially run
regionalised playout with an ability to customise feeds throughout
South-east Asia.
The cloud infrastructure will
allow Dim Sum TV to futureproof its operations, and allow the

broadcaster to move a step closer
to a completely automated, cloudbased broadcast infrastructure.

Sidney Ho is Head of sales at Amagi,
Asia-Pacific.

NFV defines virtualisation pathway for broadcasters
Virtualisation can give the flexibility broadcasters need to meet the peaks in demand
of growing formats and services for content
such as 360-degree virtual reality (VR), 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) and 8K. The technology
to maximise the benefits of virtualisation
is also readily available, declared Rémi
Beaudouin, vice-president of marketing
at Ateme.
Speaking at the Network Functions
Virtualisation seminar held by Ateme
and Dell EMC in Singapore last month,
Beaudouin discussed the implementation
of video solutions that are able to operate
in a virtualised manner within the broadcast
infrastructure, and pointed out that the

growth of virtualisation is to “completely
remove the dependency between hardware
and software”.
This design philosophy he referred to is
network function virtualisation (NFV) — a
method of linking software to optimise the
network services while providing the flexibility to scale up operations. He explained:
“For instance, the functions of an encoder
can be implemented in software, which
in turn can run, when necessary, on a virtual machine in a data centre. This is now
practical, and it allows operators to define
systems by functionality.
“Moreover, it provides greater flexibility
to define and vary workflows and processes,

thus reflecting consumer demand and commercial opportunities.”
For Dell EMC, the company is working
with open system partners, such as Ateme,
to provide the infrastructure piece for NFV
for broadcasters and service providers.
Joey Khoo, NFV business development
manager, Dell OEM solutions, Asia-Pacific,
Dell EMC, said: “NFV is starting as we’re
witnessing proof-of-concepts in some
deployments. In South-east Asia, however,
we’re at the stage whereby operators are
testing out the systems. The next step for
them will be to study NFV closely based on
their ecosystem, and see if it is worthwhile
investing in this technology.”

Agreeing with Khoo on the point that
the broadcast industry is still at the early
stages of virtualisation, Beaudouin added
that Asia-Pacific is not different from any
other region. He explained: “Everyone is
thinking about their new operations systems, and building new data centres and
new infrastructures, so Asia-Pacific is just
at the right moment compared to the US
or Europe.
“As vendors, we have to also learn from
the way media companies operate, so
that we can understand them, and learn
how they can leverage all these advantages of NFV to build their new-generation
headend.”
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Sirius 800 Series Routers

So flexible.

Hybrid routing from 288 x 288 to 1152 x 1152
• More multiviewer inputs & outputs than any other
router on the market – with no loss of router capacity
• Unique embedding on inputs – no external loopbacks
• Frame syncs, processing, delay & more
• Clean & quiet switching outputs
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